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WHAT’S NEWS

WHAT’S NEWS

ALL THE VERY LATEST IN THE SPORTS INDUSTRY
Send your news stories to the Sports Insight news desk at
siedit@partridgeltd.co.uk or call 01273 748675

SUCCESSFUL LAUNCH FOR ACTIVE AT
SCHOOL SCHEME
Pupils at Beaconsfield Primary School in Ealing, London have been the
first in the country to take part in the Fitness Industry Association’s
(FIA) new community programme.
active at school is an initiative funded by Sport England that is
aimed at 10-15-year-olds to help them develop positive attitudes
towards physical activity. It works by linking schools with local FIA health
clubs to introduce pupils to activities they wouldn’t otherwise
experience and give them access to qualified fitness instructors. Around
20 10-11-year-olds from Beaconsfield Primary School have participated in
the six-week programme at Southall Sports Centre and have taken part
in activities such as dodge ball, football, basketball and junior cricket.

08 SPORTS INSIGHT

Says Andree Deane, CEO of the FIA: “All the research shows that
children are just not doing enough physical activity to be healthy. As
far as our national child obesity issue is concerned, a major cause of
the problem is simply the fact that ‘energy consumed’ exceeds ‘energy
expended’. As an industry we have over 40,000 trained professionals
who know how to create activity programmes for a wide range of
competencies and, more importantly, how to sustain participating
children’s involvement and motivation levels. That is why we decided
to harness our collective resources and try to help parents, teachers
and the government tackle this profound national problem.”
active at school has built on the success of the FIA’s Adopt A School
programme launched in 2004. The programme has been designed to
combat children’s increasingly sedentary lifestyles, childhood obesity
and specifically addresses a variety of Government Public Service
Agreement (PSA) Targets, including:
 To reduce the proportion of overweight and obese children to 2000
levels by 2020 in the context of tackling obesity across the population
(DH, DCSF and DCMS).
 To create more participation in positive activities and increase
the percentage of people who participate in culture or sport (DCSF
and DCMS).
 To increase the percentage of 5-16-year-olds participating in at least
two hours a week of high-quality physical exercise and sport at school,
as well as a further three hours a week of sporting opportunities.
active at school is now set to roll out nationwide. To take part in the
programme contact Alex Smith at the FIA on 0207 420 8574 or
alex@fia.org.uk
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“My parents have always been there for me. Ever since I was about seven.”
David Beckham

ISRA

www.isra.ie

A full house is expected at the ISRA winter show, which takes place in
Athlone on January 19-20. Supplier space has been booked up well in
advance and every one of ISRA’s members are expected to attend.
The ISRA show, which is run twice a year in January and July, is now
a fixture on suppliers’ calendars. It has become the most cost and timeeffective way for Irish and UK-based suppliers to see a large number of
Irish independent retailers over a concentrated time period. With a
turnout of members reaching or nearly reaching 100 per cent each time,
and Tom Foley pressing every member to visit every stand, the formula is
proving successful.
Suppliers have reacted favourably and are rewarding ISRA members
with ‘show specials’, SMU product, volume deals and, in general, offers
that are not available to retailers outside of the ISRA show.
However, Tom Foley of ISRA is very aware of the commitments
retailers have during January. He says: “ISRA members have a heavy
workload during January, starting with an ISRA/Allied Nike show in
London a couple of days before the two-day ISRA event in Athlone. This
is followed by an ISRA Canterbury and an ISRA Adidas show in Dublin in
the same week. And if all this is not enough, as ispo retail partners a
representation of ISRA members will be travelling to Munich for ispo
Winter.
“But the bulk of buying will be done over these seven days and the
buying will be done together, where members can share and seek advice
from other members. The deals on offer are very favourable and with
the help of other members individual retailers should buy well. The ISRA
show means a time saving for retailers, as they get to see a large
proportion of their suppliers in one location. We try and offer the
members a good cross-section of product categories and mix it up a little
with new suppliers and new ideas.
“The suppliers and the retailers who put most into the shows
invariably get the most out of the shows.”
ISRA updates are available at www.isra.ie

MILLIONS ACROSS ENGLAND TO
ENJOY FREE SWIMMING
More than 20million people aged 16 and under and over 60 will
be able to swim for free from next April, a move confirmed by
Culture Secretary Andy Burnham, who has announced that 82
per cent of local authorities in England have signed up to take
part in a £140-million government scheme.
The initiative is a key part of plans to leave a lasting legacy
from London 2012, giving people up and down the country more
opportunities to get active. In total 291 councils are to offer free
swimming to the over 60s, while 211 will open their pools for
free to both the over-60s and those aged 16 and under. The local
authorities that have opted in to offer the scheme to both age
groups have also received a share of a £10million capital fund to
spend on modernising or improving pool provision in time for
the start of the two-year scheme in 2009. Those local authorities
that will offer free swimming to both age groups also stand to
benefit from a further £25million capital challenge fund in both
2009/10 and 2010/11 to spend on improving pool provision.
“Getting people more active is vital to the health of the
nation and in tackling obesity,” says Burnham. “With 2012
approaching, now is the time for big ideas to help people make
a change in their lifestyle. Swimming is fun and has universal
appeal, and yet charges can deter people. 2009 is the year to get
your trunks on.”
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ADIDAS AND CHELSEA PITCH IN
adidas and Chelsea Football Club have unveiled the first of four freeto-use ‘Blue Pitches’ in London aimed at getting youngsters in the
capital playing sport.
The all-weather pitch at Battersea Park School in Wandsworth
was formally opened by Chelsea manager Luiz Felipe Scolari, chief
executive Peter Kenyon and players Frank Lampard and Michael
Ballack on November 13. The Blue Pitches are permanent installations
and can incorporate football, basketball and tennis. Each one will be
maintained by the local borough council and will be used primarily by
Chelsea’s community coaches to provide sporting opportunities for
local youngsters and also to extend their work in helping them tackle
crime, gangs and anti-social behaviour. In addition, local schools
situated near the four pitches in the boroughs of Kensington &
Chelsea, Hammersmith & Fulham and Wandsworth will be offered
after-school coaching, with education and training days available
during school holidays.
“The Blue Pitches are state-of-the-art facilities which underline
our commitment to providing community sporting opportunities
where youngsters, regardless of age or ability, can meet up and play
for free,” says Peter Kenyon. “I know that all of the Blue Pitches will
be a really welcome and much-needed addition to the local
communities and show our continuing support for London sport.”
Says Nick Craggs, marketing director, adidas Area North: “adidas
are committed to encouraging and inspiring London’s youth to
participate in sport. We have invested over £250,000 into the Blue
Pitches initiative because we feel it is important that free sporting
facilities are made available to the community if we are truly going to
get the capital active.”

TRANSFER MARKET
…LOTTO SPORT ITALIA has appointed ALBERTO
FRATICELLI (pictured) as communications and
marketing director. The 37-year-old joined the
company from Ferrari SpA where he spent five
years and was head of brand
management…ANDY ANSON, the European chief
executive of the ATP, has been appointed chief
executive for ENGLAND'S 2018 WORLD CUP BID,
with DAVID BECKHAM and JOHN BARNES as vice presidents…ALISTAIR
GRAY is the new chairman of BRITISH SWIMMING…MBT CEO RICHARD
LITZEL has stepped down to focus on growth in the Germanic markets,
with KEN PUCKER, formerly of Timberland, acting as new interim CEO.
Also joining the company is MARC ESTOR who has been named as vice
president for sales and marketing…INTERSPORT UK has appointed
BARRY MELLIS as its new general manager…SCOTT SAUNDERS is NEW
BALANCE’S new EMEA region merchandising manager…IAN REID has
been appointed as SKINS’ new UK marketing manager…PETER
CANNAN is UNICORN PRODUCTS LTD'S new sales agent for
Scotland…LAB SPORT, the sports and lifestyle retailer, has made ANDY
PARKIN its head of merchandising…NEIL SANSOM has been appointed
marketing director at MANDMDIRECT.COM…
10 SPORTS INSIGHT
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“I’d like to play for an Italian club, like Barcelona.”
Mark Draper, former Aston Villa midfielder

DIARY DATES
STAG CELEBRATES
SHOW SUCCESS

A first-class venue and a pervading air of positivity combined to
make the STAG Buying Show 2008 an unmitigated success for
both supplier and retail members of the UK’s largest buying group.
The Cotswold Water Park Four Pillars Hotel, complete with its
own lake, proved an excellent choice in terms of accommodation
and as a trade show venue, while a number of suppliers ‘Sports
Insight’ spoke to said they’d written more business at this year’s
event than in 2007 - no mean feat when you consider the current
economic climate.
The show’s Sunday morning start didn’t dampen the
enthusiasm of the retailers in attendance, meaning a brisk
beginning to the day for many of the 62 brands housed in three
exhibition areas. The traditional Sunday evening party was the
usual lively affair and day two of the show provided another
chance for retailers to place orders for 2009.
“By common consent, the reaction to the weekend’s show has
been absolutely terrific,” says Ward Robertson, managing director
of STAG. “Suppliers and STAG members have said in unison it was
one of the best UK trade shows they had ever attended. The hotel
was really amazing in their standards of service.
“I would add that the attitude of the suppliers was first class
and the STAG members were remarkably upbeat considering what
is going on in the world. We expect next year’s show to be fully
booked by the end of February 2009, some eight months ahead of
the 2009 dates, which are November 22-23.”

SWEATBAND
RELAUNCHES AS
MULTI-SPORT
SUPERSTORE
Sweatband.com, the multi-channel
sport and fitness retailer, has relaunched as a multi-sport superstore.
The company’s new website has
been streamlined to integrate
fitness, racquet sports and table
games and follows the October
acquisition of Sweatband.com Ltd by
some of the management team and
the corporate vehicle of one of the
business’ co-founders.
Says Maz Darvish, chairman of
Sweatband.com: “Participation in
sports and fitness in the UK has
enjoyed continued growth thanks in
part to the many gyms and clubs
that have grown during the
economic boom. But as we approach
a recession people want to tighten
their fiscal belts without having to
loosen a few notches on their literal
ones. As the UK’s first online multisport superstore, Sweatband.com is
perfectly placed to enable people to
continue to participate in their
chosen sports and fitness activities at
a far more affordable cost.”

ISPO WINTER 09
February 1-4
New Munich Trade Fair Centre
SPORTS SOURCE EUROPE
February 1-4
New Munich Trade Fair Centre
SLIDE
February 15-17
Manchester Central
ISPO CHINA 09
February 19-21
International Convention Centre
Beijing
SMEX
March 9
Wembley Stadium
THE ORDNANCE SURVEY OUTDOORS
SHOW 2009
March 27-29
NEC, Birmingham
RUNNING ORDER SHOW
June 28-29
Munich Order Centre
OUTDOOR TRADE SHOW
September 28-30
Stoneleigh Park, Warwickshire
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ADVANCE
PERFORMANCE
INTRODUCES SHOE
RECYCLING SERVICE
Advance Performance, which has two
specialist running outlets in Peterborough
and Cambridge, has demonstrated its
green credentials by teaming up with a
recycling collection company in order to
offer customers an in-store shoe
recycling service.
For every ton of shoes collected the
European Recycling Company, which is the largest specialist shoe recycler in
the UK, will donate money to various charities, including the Variety Club
Children’s Charity and Schools-for-Girls-in-Afghanistan.
Says Samantha Hale, managing director of Advance Performance:
“While your shoes may have come to the end of their lives as your favourite
running shoes, they may still be able to be re-conditioned and re-used in
third world countries and in Eastern Europe. Before teaming up with the
recycling company, we transported our old running shoes to recycling
centres. Now we are encouraging customers to bring in all their old shoes,
both running and everyday shoes, which are then collected, sorted and
distributed to developing countries. There the shoes are sold at affordable
prices to local traders and craftsmen.
“All refurbishment work is done by local people, so creates muchneeded employment as well as providing shoes for people’s feet. This also
prevents shoes from ending up on rubbish dumps when they can still
benefit others.”

SPORTS SHORTS
…TEKO has been awarded THE 2008 DERRYCK DRAPER AWARD FOR
INNOVATION BY THE OUTDOOR WRITERS AND PHOTOGRAPHERS GUILD
(OWPG)…THE SPORTS HQ, one of Europe’s leading online sports and
leisure e-tailers, has completed the purchase of WOODWORM, the
iconic cricket bat and golf company. Woodworm’s operations will be
transferred from the company’s current headquarters in Sussex to The
Sports HQ’s base at Alvechurch near Birmingham…CANTERBURY OF
NEW ZEALAND has opened its first European retail store in London and
plans to open additional stores across the UK and Europe over the next
three years..THE FRENCH F1 GRAND PRIX 2009 has been cancelled due
to the French Motorsports Federation (FFSA) withdrawing financial
support…Sydney has made a formal bid to host tennis’ AUSTRALIAN
OPEN when Melbourne’s contract for the tournament expires in
2016…SPORT ENGLAND has published five guides advising local
councils on how sport can assist them as part of Sport England’s
ambition to create sporting opportunities in every community…ITV
will not be televising the BOAT RACE between Oxford and Cambridge
after 2009…SPORTING EQUALS celebrated its 10th anniversary in
November. The organisation was set up by Sport England in
partnership with the then Commission for Racial Equality…BRITISH
SWIMMING has welcomed a funding commitment to the Olympic sport
of synchronised swimming as part of a confirmed Olympic and
Paralympic sports investment of £292m allocated by UK Sport.
Synchronised swimming will receive £3,457,600 over the next four
years. THE FA has given the green light to a new FA WOMEN’S SUPER
LEAGUE to run over the summer months, starting in 2010…THE
INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIC COMMITTEE has given the thumbs-up to
Singapore’s preparations to host the first-ever SUMMER YOUTH
OLYMPICS in 2010…TRION:Z is aiming for a younger more extreme
demographic with the launch of its new Active waterproof
ionic/magnetic health product line…AOL UK has entered a partnership
with THE PROFESSIONAL FOOTBALLERS’ ASSOCIATION OF ENGLAND
AND WALES (PFA) to give hundreds of coaching tips, expert panel
commentary and unique match news and views on the AOL UK Sport
channel (www.aol.co.uk/sport). As part of the deal, AOL UK will also
become an exclusive web portal partner for GiveMeFootball.com, the
official website of the PFA…
12 SPORTS INSIGHT
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KIT STOP
Essential stock for your shop

H2O AUDIO
Have you ever thought what it would be like to listen to music under water? Well now
you can - and it’s an amazing sensation. Most athletes and active enthusiasts have some
form of music player - now they can use it come rain or shine in or out of the pool/sea.
H2O Audio is the leading watersports music company offering 100 per cent
waterproof headphones and MP3 armbands that are designed for swimmers, surfers,
wakeboarders, kiteboarders, paddlers and triathletes. TKC Sales Ltd has been appointed
as the exclusive distributor for H2O Audio in the UK and Ireland. The launch of H2O
Audio’s new generation of waterproof cases (Amphibx) and headphones (Surge) is a
great opportunity to establish well-managed distribution for this product offering.
For trade customers TKC Sales has prepared an introductory ‘Authorised Dealer
Offer’ that includes start-up stock, a web directory listing, great margin and an excellent
point of sale (a bubbling illuminated water tank with H2O Audio product and mock iPod)
to deliver the key product performance message.
For further details call 0870 8700150 or email sales@tkcsales.co.uk
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SPORT INDUSTRY
GROUP

www.sportindustry.biz

POLAR FT60
Ever wanted your own personal trainer on call 24/7? Polar gives you the new FT60 - a
smart training computer that adapts to your personal training habits to help keep you
motivated and reach your fitness and weight-loss goals.
Regularly monitoring heart rate is the best way to tell how effective your training is.
The FT60 shows the number of calories burned and also comes with the new STAR training
software, which adapts to your training habits to create a personalised plan, while also
providing weekly targets, easy-to-understand feedback and guidance for guaranteed
fitness improvement. The FT60 is also compatible with the S1 footpod and G1 GPS sensor.
Find out more about the FT60’s unique features at www.polarelectro.co.uk.
Available from £184.50.
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PRODUCT ROUND-UP

TEAM COLOURS
From its roots in netball and football,
Team Colours has consolidated its
position in the manufacturing industry
by offering stylish, quality, custom-made
sports kit, plus all manner of off-court,
touchline and leisurewear garments.
The company now offers its
services to the retail trade. This
means that sports shops and other
outlets can order kit on behalf of
their local schools, colleges and
sports clubs. Remember, this is not
just an off-the-shelf option, Team
Colours’ kit can be ordered to
match in with the team style, or
indeed to create a new style.
Team Colours promises personal
service and excellent value.
For more information call
01920 871453 /
01920 877270, email
info@team-colours.co.uk
or visit
www.team-colours.co.uk

KIT STOP
Essential stock for your shop
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GRAY-NICOLLS
IGNITE
In its first outing on the
international stage, Andrew
Strauss scored 123 against the
Indians with Gray-Nicolls’ new
addition for 2009. The Ignite
boasts a huge profile that will
give any player confidence at
the crease. A huge sweetspot,
combined with a beautifully
balanced pick up, make the
Ignite another impressive introduction
into the Gray-Nicolls range.
Thick edges enhance shot making
all round the ground. With its steep
spine profile, the Ignite has a
fantastic look that will suit the
modern player.
For more information call
01580 880357 or email
sales@grays-int.co.uk
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RETAIL INTERVIEW

Talking Shop
Brothers Rory and Daniel Clifford opened R&D Sports in Bexhill-on-Sea in
March 2008 when Rory was 18 and Daniel 15, making them the youngest
sports retailers in the UK
Why and how did you decide to
get into sports retailing?
I was employed as the manager of the store,
Final Score, when it opened in 2006 and also
worked in the company’s other outlets. I took
over this outlet and the business in March of
2008 and now the store is run solely by me
and my younger brother Daniel, when he is
not at college. Before that I was at college,
where I studied for a BTEC National Diploma in
Sport Science.

What do you stock? Tell us a bit
about the store
We cover all sports, including water sports. We
are in a secondary road in Bexhill-on-Sea, which
means freshening up the window and layout on
a regular basis. Customers like the space and
ability to walk around. We stock junior shoes in
all styles, ie football boots, running shoes,
tennis shoes and astros. We also introduced
skates, skateboards and board games, a slightly
unusual item to find in a sports shop, which has
been excellent for us thanks to my father’s
interest in them.

How has trade been generally?
We have only been open for 10 months as R&D
Sports and have had an excellent start so far,
despite the current financial situation.

What’s your area like for sports
retail - are there many competitors?
How do you compete?

plays cricket. We are both familiar faces on the
local sports scene.

The nearest independent store is six miles
away, while there is a large chain in
Eastbourne. We have strong links to local
football, cricket, rugby, bowls and tennis clubs
and intend to further our contacts. We
compete by not competing with the giants
and accept that customers will return if you
offer an excellent personal service, competitive
prices and a full knowledge of the products
you are selling.

What do you believe is the
biggest barrier to doing business?

Are there any current or future
marketing strategies you can
talk about?
We intend to implement a late-night shopping
day one day per week and have been
discussing a charity incentive to recycle used
sports goods to Africa.

How do you find out about new
products? Are you a member of
any buying groups?
We use the internet and sporting magazines,
and also keep an eye on televised sport for
trends. We are members of STAG, which we
find very useful.

What are your current best-sellers?

How do you keep customers
coming back?

All types of balls and particularly running shoes.
There is a strong local athletics scene and we
are attracting athletes as they become aware of
the shop.

All small businesses must be based on a
friendly and knowledgeable approach. I think
customers appreciate accurate information, and
it helps that I am a footballer while my brother

18 SPORTS INSIGHT

Apart from the difficult economic situation, it is
ensuring that a potential customer becomes a
paying customer.

Do you have an internet arm and
will you be selling stock online as
well as in-store?
We have just started an internet site, so you
will have to ask me the same question in 12
months’ time!

What have been the biggest
challenges for you in the sports
retail business?
Because of our ages - we were 18 and 15
when we started - we had limited experience
of business. However, I think we have learned
quickly and there is a certain public relations
value in being so young.

What are the best and worst
things about being in sports
retail?
Being my own boss is great, and our friends
find this amazing. Not getting a guaranteed
pay cheque to start with can be a pain, but I
find it a great opportunity and wouldn’t
change a thing. SI
Would you like your shop featured in
Sports Insight? If so, call 01273 748675
or email catherine@partridgeltd.co.uk
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“ Staying behind your counter

nowhere.
ispo is where
things get moving.”

gets you

— mark, 48, independent sports retailer
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SHOW PREVIEW

HALL BY HALL
HIGHLIGHTS
A1: ispo’s Shop Summit is a think tank of
opportunity beyond what’s happening in
boardsport business. Discover trends that can
help ‘shape your shop’ commercially, everything
from VM (visual merchandising) to finance - a
‘must-attend’ for those retailers who want an
edge to their business development strategies.
ispo has created a window on the future of
independent retailing with a focus on Shop
Concepts, E-Business, Eco and Inspiration.
A2: Space Junk Gallery/Metropolispo/
Wearable Technologies
A3: New boardsports fashion show area

MORE THAN AN

A4: ispovision - global style showcase for
beautifully inspired sports thinking
A6: outdoor fashion shows daily. Includes
showing of Wings on your Feet by Kendal
Mountain Film Festival (Sunday 3.30pm and
Monday 4.45pm at Snow Ice and Rock
Summit)/Greenhouse - new young brands

EXHIBITION

B1 & B2: Sportstyle ispo

ispo is interesting, innovative and truly inspirational
Set to be bigger and
more dynamic than ever,
ispo is the global
showcase for
groundbreaking product
and the place to draw
retail inspiration on
product selection,
Markus Hefter: ispo’s
merchandising,
new Exhibition Group
functional innovations
Director
and fashionable trends.
Within days of online registration opening
before Christmas, international ticket sales
reached record levels and confirmed that
ispo has become the ultimate resource for
forward-thinking brands and retailers.
ispo fills 17 halls of Munich’s superb trade
fair centre (Messe) with over 2,000 exhibitors
from around 50 countries, so make no mistake,
a visit needs to be well planned. The ispo
exhibition team make it all that much easier,
with hall plans, event details and exhibitor
contacts all online and downloadable so you can
prepare for your visit. From core sports to
outdoor, each specific sector has its own
‘Community’, within which you will find
footwear, apparel, accessories and more. For the
first time the sourcing area will become Sports
Source Europe - a show within a show. The UK
is strongly represented throughout ispo. In
particular, there is a core sports group led by
the FSPA in hall C3 and a UK and Ireland
Outdoor group area, in association with the
OIA, in hall B5.
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B3: Brand New awards area

Familiar face
This ispo winter Markus Hefter will be running
the show as the new Exhibition Group Director,
reporting to Tobias Groeber. Hefter is a familiar
face to many UK brands as he has been working
for ispo in recent years as Project Director for
the Outdoor sector and was a key figure in
developing the partnership between the EOG
(European Outdoor Group) and ispo winter. His
ispo team have been specifically focusing on the
UK and Ireland, working with brands and retail
groups, including Allied Partners and ISRA, to
develop a first-hand understanding of our
market and create more ispo opportunities that
make the most of your time at the show.
This is more than an exhibition, it is a global
sports community (ispo even has a Facebook

B5: Ski Lift - new brands. UK and Ireland
outdoor area/OIA
C1 & C2: SPORTS SOURCE EUROPE
C3: Runner’s World Action Point/Textrends functional fabrics/FSPA group of brands
C4: Warm Up - new brands
Entrance East (EOG members lounge) and
outdoor award and ski award areas
International Retail Lounge
page) where everyone speaks the same
language - communicating a shared passion for
the business of sport. SI
For everything ispo, go to the visitor section
of www.ispo-winter.com or contact the UK
communications office: fox@ispo.com.

HARD FACTS
opening hours ispo winter 09, Sunday, February 1: 9am-6pm; Monday, February 2: 9am-6pm;
Tuesday, February 3: 9am-6pm; Wednesday, February 4: 9am-5pm.
TICKETS
1-day ticket

2-day ticket

Full show pass

ispocard®

Online - discounts available until February 4
EUR 25

EUR 35

EUR 45

EUR 77

EUR 50

EUR 60

EUR 77

on site
EUR 40

TICKETS INCLUDE YOUR CATALOGUE ON ARRIVAL.
The ispocard® (renewable annually) gives fast-track entrance to all associated shows and
includes an at-show private lounge with internet and hospitality as well as many special offers.
Shuttle buses run between the airport and ispo every half hour. The trip takes approximately
45 minutes and currently tickets cost EUR 7 one-way and EUR 12 round trip. Get the bus in front
of Terminal 1, Area A and Area Z (Central Area) and in front of Terminal 2 between 8am-6pm.
Public transport is easy to use and, what’s more, you travel for free with your exhibition
ticket. Take the ‘U’ (underground) and look for ICM (‘Messestadt West’ and ‘Messestadt Ost’
stations on U2).
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PRODUCT FOCUS

Shock Doctor mouthguards
Alex Kovacevic, brand manager - sports at
Hy-Pro International Ltd, talks us through
the offering.

Can you give us some background
on the brand?
Shock Doctor was founded two decades ago in
the States by Steve Washburn. Where
conventional thinking saw a necessary
inconvenience, Shock Doctor invested in
research and product testing, applied innovative
design technology and revolutionised the
industry with the first Shock Doctor
mouthguard. Shock Doctor has been the world
leader in mouthguard technology ever since.
Shock Doctor was introduced to the UK in
1995 and immediately became the best-selling
mouthguard in Britain. Despite repeated
attempts by other manufacturers to introduce
competitor mouthguards, Shock Doctor is still
comfortably the UK’s number one mouthguard
brand. Shock Doctor has now grown from
being the undisputed leader in mouthguard
technology to being the leading innovator in
sports protection around the globe. Our belief in
combining design and technology to achieve
better protection and performance is now
trusted by athletes in a growing number of
sports, from grassroots to elite level.

incorporating
less mouldable gel.
Only a full bed of
mouldable material will give a
full impression of the teeth and hence the best
retention and protection. Shock Doctor never
compromises in this area.

Why has the range sold so well?
Without a doubt, sales have been product led.
Shock Doctor mouthguards have been dominant
in the mouthguard market and the brand has
grown from there. Consumers seem to really
buy into the brand philosophy as well and have
tremendous brand loyalty once they have
owned a Shock Doctor. Independent sports
retailers are also very keen to differentiate
themselves from mass-market stores by offering
their customers the highest quality equipment
and the most knowledgeable service. This
naturally drives them towards Shock Doctor as
the highest quality self-fit mouthguards money
can buy.

What are the key features
and benefits?
The quality and performance of a Shock Doctor
is head and shoulders above all other self-fit
mouthguards on the market. The present Shock
Doctor collection represents the culmination of
over 20 years of research, development and
innovation. There are over 50 patents in
Shock Doctor’s current range alone, with
even our entry-level mouthguard housing
patented technology.
Somewhat unusually, the universally
recognised Shock Doctor brand adds no premium
to the price of a Shock Doctor mouthguard. A
Shock Doctor is an expensive item because it
costs a lot to manufacture. Shock Doctor
mouthguards are designed to offer the best
protection possible at a given price point.
Recently we have seen the emergence of
mouthguards using a fin design to cut costs by

(mandibular orthopedic repositioning appliance),
this repositioning has been shown to increase
power by over three per cent. This can be the
difference between winning and losing at the
highest level of performance. Many schools make
wearing a mouthguard mandatory and children
could not be better protected when wearing a
Shock Doctor.

How is it marketed?
After 10 years of UK market dominance, Shock
Doctor has now become almost a household
brand. However, we try very hard to avoid
complacency. While Shock Doctor has
traditionally been a product-led company, letting
the quality of Shock Doctor products do most of
our marketing, we still work very hard to get the
message out. In the next few months we will be
rolling out an informative series of posters for
retailers to display that explain to the consumer
the advantage of spending that little bit more for
the extra protection offered by a Shock Doctor.
Consumers will also start to see Shock Doctor
advertising in the commercial press for the first
time, and this will be reinforced by the signing of
a high-profile rugby star to endorse the brand.

What is the most effective way a
retailer can market the range?

Who is it aimed at?
Anyone who plays a physical sport and needs
dental or concussive protection. There is often a
misconception that mouthguards will only protect
your teeth. However, Shock Doctor mouthguards
are also designed to reduce jarring of the skull on
impact, which is a major cause of concussion. The
Power Gel Ultra - the world’s most advanced selffit mouthguard - even repositions the lower jaw
and forces the tongue into the upper mouth
when you bite down. Known as MORA

Learn about the product. Self-fit mouthguards,
even at the same price point, can offer very
different levels of protection. The technical
features that underpin the dominance of Shock
Doctor mouthguards can often be hard for a
customer to understand without help. By
knowing the exact features and benefits of a
Shock Doctor and explaining them clearly, no
customer will ever choose any other mouthguard.
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PEOPLE

MOVERS
& SHAKERS
Bob Hope, chairman of Molten Sports
When did you get
into the sports
trade and why?
I became involved in the
sports trade relatively
recently - just four years
ago to be precise - but my
life has revolved around
BOB HOPE: “Nothing
sport ever since I was a
matches the thrill of
child when it was my
signing off on a
passion. Gymnastics,
great deal”
trampolining, tennis,
football, basketball, I was into everything
and represented my school, my county and
my country in various disciplines. In my 20s I
became involved in professional basketball as
a coach. This progressed to team owner
of the Birmingham Bullets and then
to manager of the UK Olympic
Basketball team in 1984 and 1988.
This path lead me to establish
a TV production company covering
sports events for the BBC, ITV, Sky
and Eurosport, which in turn led
me, in 2003, to be invited to
attend the Toyota Football Cup in
Yokahama, Japan. At the VIP
dinner after the game I was sat beside
Kiyofumi Tamiaki, president of the Molten
Corporation. During our conversation Mr
Tamiaki expressed his frustration at Molten’s lack
of a dedicated distributor in the UK, to which I
immediately replied: “Well, you do now” - and I
haven’t looked back since.
I was particularly drawn to representing
Molten in the UK and Ireland because of my
passion for basketball. I was familiar with
Molten before my meeting with Mr Tamiaki
because Molten has been making the official
Olympic basketball since 1984 and it was just
about to introduce its groundbreaking 12-panel
basketball, so I was an easy fish to hook.

Who has been the biggest
influence on your career?
Dennis Martin, ex-head of sponsorship for the
Prudential Corporation, London during the
1980s and 1990s. Despite my lack of
experience, Dennis took a liking to me and hired

me as the Prudential’s sport and television
consultant. My role was to maximise Prudential’s
sponsored events on TV, including Prudential
Tennis, Prudential Waterskiing, Prudential Sailing
and Prudential Basketball.
Our working relationship lasted 10 years and
I learnt a great deal from him, in particular how
to organise an event properly and how to be
prepared for every eventuality. He taught me
there is no substitute for recceing a venue
in person. He allowed me to pioneer
the now widely accepted marketing
tool of video news releases, which
gave minority sports mainstream
news access. His championing of me
at that period in my career
changed the direction of my
life forever.

What other brands do
you admire and why?
I greatly admire adidas as a brand.
Over the years I have worked with the
company as they have sponsored a
number of events in which I have been involved.
They provide first-class kit and equipment and
have a great understanding of what they are
about. Coincidentally, Molten and adidas have a
very close working relationship on a number
of joint manufacturing ventures in the inflatable
ball market.

What is your proudest achievement?
Being appointed manager of the Great Britain
Olympic Basketball team in the 1980s and on
one occasion being pitted against the mighty
Russians at a tournament in Paris. To their
frustration, I mischievously chose their
customary red as our team colours, which
meant they had to play in white.

Ireland. We set up shop in 2004 and have a
long way to go. Having said that, we have seen
annual growth of 20 per cent year on year and
this is set to increase to 50 per cent this year.
During the company’s short time in the UK
we have made giant leaps towards our goal of
dominating the basketball market leading up to
the London 2012 Games and beyond and, as a
result, Molten is currently the sponsor for the
GB Basketball Team, the Great Britain
Wheelchair Basketball Association, Basketball
Ireland, the British Basketball League, Basketball
Wales, the English Schools Basketball
Association and Mini-Basketball England.

What is the biggest growth area of
your business?
Basketballs. We sell a wide range, from the
professional FIBA Approved GL7 leather and 12panel Olympic ball, right down to size 3
basketballs for mini-basketball.
Our second big growth area is the school
football market. We now sponsor the Easter and
Spring Festival of Football and several junior
leagues around the country, as well as grassroots football organisations, including Grass
Roots Soccer. In addition, we have a wide
selection of sports equipment. Basketball and
football strategy boards are excellent sellers, as
are whistles and electronic scoreboards - we
simply can’t keep enough of these in stock to
satisfy the demand.

What plans have you got for 2009?
To increase sales, increase our penetration into
independent sports retailers and assist them in
any way we can, grow our business with
distributors such as Newitts, Maude Sports, JP
Lennard, Davies Sports, Bob Woolmer Sports
and Evans of Longton and expand our activities
in the Irish market - we appointed McSports as
our Irish distributor in 2008.
We also want to maximise our sponsorship
across a range of basketball, football and netball
events. Product-wise, we hope to introduce a
revolutionary, world-class size 4 football aimed
at the schools’ market, which will take on the
giants of the football world. Watch this space. SI

What is the best part of your job?
Meeting people with sporting interests, working
on events and, latterly, helping to develop grassroots basketball and football. I love selling, it is
in my blood and nothing matches the thrill of
signing off on a great deal. I also get a kick out
of watching all the orders coming into Molten
each day on my Blackberry from wherever I am
in the world.

How has Molten performed in the
past 12 months?
Although Molten has been around since 1957,
it is a newcomer as a brand in the UK and
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FSPA MEMBER NEWS

FSPA focus

The latest news from the Federation of Sports and Play Associations

the current period of economic uncertainty and
is therefore holding a ‘Fighting the Pinch’
seminar to provide advice and information on
how to survive this difficult time.
Already running the popular Credit Circle the invaluable membership benefit that provides
members with information on the credit
worthiness of customers and potential
customers in order to ensure an effective credit
control system - the Federation is keen to
provide further answers to the financial issues
high up on its member companies’ agendas.
The seminar day will bring together the
knowledge and expertise of the British Chamber
of Commerce, NatWest and Johnson Reed to
discuss issues relating to credit and lending
trends, fluctuating currency rates, protecting
assets and how to capitalise on any new
support and initiatives available, including the
Small Business Finance Scheme.
The seminar is a ‘not-to-be-missed’ event
for sports businesses of all sizes hoping to
survive the economic downturn unscathed - and
so we urge you to sign up to attend today.
‘Fighting the Pinch’ is open to members and
non-members (free to members).
The seminar is being held on Wednesday,
January 21 at Federation House, Stoneleigh Park,
Warwickshire. For more information and to book
your place, contact Milly Durrant on
02476 414 999 or
email milly@sportsandplay.com.

FSPA launches Sporting Goods
Research Report

The FSPA is delighted to welcome in the New
Year by honouring its milestone 90th
birthday. It’s a landmark year for the
Federation, whose first-ever meeting was
held at the offices of the Federation of British
Industries in December 1919, led by its first
elected president, Albert Slazenger.
What is startling is how many of the issues
that were of concern in the early years are still
on the agenda for the Federation today,
26 SPORTS INSIGHT

including trade shows, relations with
government and governing bodies,
counterfeiting and the pressures created by a
difficult economic climate - proving that the
Federation is as relevant today as it was in 1919.

‘Fighting the Pinch’ - Federation
seminar day, January 21, 2009
As the voice of the industry, the Federation is
eager to support its member companies through

The FSPA is delighted to announce that the
second stage of its comprehensive study of the
European Sporting Goods Market is now
complete. The ‘Southern Europe Report’,
looking into the wholesale and retail stages of
the sporting goods supply chain, comes a year
after the FSPA launched the ‘Northern Europe
Research Report’, which was a huge success
and extremely well-received amongst sporting
goods brands, their distributors, their agents
and retailers looking to expand their presence in
overseas markets.
The sporting goods research uses common
definitions to obtain comparable data on sports
participation, social situation and market size,
using a common approach to define trends in
consumption, retail and wholesale distribution.
This allows comparisons and benchmarking
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from one country to another. The results provide
data and ideas for brand owners to determine
weak spots in certain countries and get ideas to
improve market penetration.
Reports are available to purchase from the
Federation complete or as individual volumes or
countries. FSPA members wishing to purchase
the reports are entitled to excellent discounted
rates.To find out more about the ‘Southern
Europe Sporting Goods Research Report’ or any
other FSPA reports visit the Federation’s sister
site at www.sports-data.com, the FSPA Research
page at www.sportsandplay.com/research or
contact Milly Durrant at
milly@sportsandplay.com or on 02476 414 999
ext 204

FSPA welcomes the CMAE

stage of our development as we endeavour to
meet the needs of an evolving industry.”

ispo winter 09
The FSPA is once again looking forward to
leading and supporting the group of UK-based
companies exhibiting at the upcoming ispo in
Munich from February 1-4. The British Pavilion,
as last year, is situated in the C halls, which is

the showcase of year-round activities such as
running, triathlon, team sports, swimming,
racquet sports and darts.
All members and non-members are invited
to visit the British Pavilion (stand C3.116A) to
meet the team and take a break with a wellearned cup of tea or coffee. We wish you all
the best in preparation for the show and look
forward to seeing you there. SI

“Both the Federation and the CMAE are committed to
promoting best practice and raising standards and there
are many synergies between the two organisations”

HALF-YEARLY DIARY DATES 2009
DATE

EVENT

VENUE

Australian Open Tennis Tournament
BIGGA Turf Management Exhibition
FSPA 'Fighting the Pinch' Seminar
PGA Merchandise Show
World Federation Sporting Goods Meetings

Melbourne
Harrogate
Stoneleigh Park
Orlando, Florida
Winter ispo

Winter ispo
FESI Board Meeting
CMAA World Conference & Golf Industry Show
RBS Rugby Union 6 Nations commences
YST Sports College Conference

Munich
Winter ispo
New Orleans
Twickenham
Telford

Carling Cup Final
Yonex all England Open Badminton
Championships
Gulf Educational Supplies Show
Cheltenham Festival
PGA France Golf Show
Final Day of RBS Six Nations
Education Show
Oxford & Cambridge University Boat Race
CMAE AGM

Wembley
Birmingham NIA

Aintree Grand National
BGIA AGM & Annual Dinner
BGIA Charity Golf Day
Golf US Masters
London Golf Show
World Snooker Championship
API AGM
London Marathon

Liverpool
Woburn G & CC
Woburn G & CC
Georgia
London
Sheffield
Stoneleigh Park
London

Guinness Premiership Final
PDC US Open
UEFA Cup Final
Heineken Cup Final
Tennis French Open
UEFA Champions League Final
FA Cup Final
Grassroots Football Live Event

Twickenham
USA
Turkey
Murrayfield Stadium
Paris
Stadio Olimpico
Wembley Stadium
NEC Birmingham

JANUARY
19th-1st Feb
20th-22nd
21st
29th-31st
30th-31st

FEBRUARY

The Federation of Sports & Play Associations has
announced that it will be managing the
membership and events administration for the
Club Managers Association of Europe (CMAE).
The CMAE is a non-profit making
professional association with members involved
in the management of sports clubs, health and
fitness clubs, leisure, city and dining clubs
throughout Europe. It also operates as the panEuropean ‘unifying’ organisation for a number
of national professional associations for club
managers and secretaries. CMAE provides a
forum for the encouragement, development and
recognition of education and professionalism in
club management. Members are able to
participate in educational programmes and
obtain 'Certified Club Manager' status,
recognised around the world as the benchmark
qualification in club management.
Commenting on their new relationship,
Jane Montgomery, managing director of FSPA,
said: “Both the Federation and the CMAE are
committed to promoting best practice and
raising standards and there are many synergies
between the two organisations. The Federation
has been encouraging education, lobbying on
legislative issues, providing networking
opportunities and offering a range of benefits
to members for 90 years. We look forward to
using that experience and expertise to assist the
CMAE in the future.”
Says Jerry Kilby, chief executive of the
CMAE: “We are very much looking forward to
working with Jane Montgomery and her team
at FSPA. The CMAE has grown significantly
since its inception in 2002 and our association
with the Federation will support us in the next

1st-4th
1st
5th-10th
7th
11th-12th

MARCH
1st
3rd-8th
10th-12th
10th-13th
13th-16th
21st
26th-28th
29th
30th-31st

Airport Expo, Dubai
Cheltenham
Paris
Millennium Stadium
Birmingham NEC
London
Wentworth

APRIL
2nd-4th
6th
7th
7th-13th
17th-19th
18th-14th May
23rd
26th

MAY
16th
16th-17th
20th
23rd-24th
24th-7th June
27th
30th
30th-1st June
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ENERGY CONSUMPTION

Green

days

Alison Wall looks at how
taking a green approach to energy consumption
can save you considerable money
Next time a supersized energy bill
hits your desk treat it as a
challenge. Many independent
retailers are tackling the
problem of sharply rising
energy bills head on, in some
cases making savings that
equate to up to four per cent
of their turnover.
“In the past,
environmental issues haven’t
been top of the agenda for
independent retailers, but
that’s changed in the past six
months with energy prices going
through the roof and the effects
of the credit crunch,” says
environmental consultant Matthew
Rowland-Jones of Envirowise.
Supermarkets are leading the
way with eco-friendly stores that are
overturning some of their most
entrenched practices, such as open-door
refrigerators. Can sports retailers,
particularly those that operate from one or
two stores, expect to make the sort of
energy savings enjoyed by the grocery
giants? The evidence is promising.

Pilot success
When energy and waste management
consultant Envirowise piloted a range of easy,
no-cost or low-cost measures among small
retailers, they found that the retailers reduced
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their energy bills by up to 20 per cent, cut water
and sewerage bills by up to 50 per cent and
reduced waste costs by up to one per cent of
turnover. That meant an increase in turnover of
between one per cent and four per cent a year
for the retailers in the pilot.
If you’ve never tried to reduce energy costs
in your store, the first step is to monitor them on
a monthly basis, so that you can see how much
fuel is being used from one month to the next
and year-on-year. Then you can introduce energy
saving targets for you and your staff to meet and
start to tackle any obvious energy vampires.
Rowland-Jones suggests a two-pronged
approach. The first line of attack is to take lots
of little steps without spending any money, he
says. Lighting accounts for up to 60 per cent of
energy costs for retailers so cutting your energy
bills can be as simple as encouraging staff to
turn off lights when they leave a room.
“A classic situation is people leaving the
back office or storeroom lights on,” he says.
“There’s the popular myth that it takes one
hour’s energy to turn a fluorescent light strip on.
It’s simply not true. Then, when you come to
replace your light fittings, computers and tills,
replace them with energy efficient systems.
Obviously, you wouldn’t rip out a new fitting
that’s only been in for three months, but you
can replace items on an ad hoc basis.”
To help with the cost of installing a new
boiler or lighting system, the Carbon Trust (0800
085 2005) has made available a £31million pot
for small and medium-sized companies to
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upgrade to more energy efficient equipment. It’s
offering interest-free, unsecured loans of up to
£200,000, with up to four years for repayment.
It may also be worth moving to a green
energy supplier. In 2001 the government
introduced a 10 per cent climate change levy on
electricity from ‘brown’ fuel sources such as oil,
gas and coal. It’s a levy that applies to businesses
only, but green energy is exempt from the charge.

Cleaning windows will allow
maximum daylight to enter
the building and reduce the
need for electric lighting

Free services
If you are not sure about the best way of
reducing energy costs in your stores, consider
tapping into one of the many free services
available. Any business spending more than
£50,000 a year on energy can ask for a free onsite survey from the Carbon Trust, which will
identify ways to reduce their energy spend. And if
you’re a retailer with fewer than 250 employees
in Scotland or Wales, your business could be
eligible for a free waste and energy review from
an Envirowise adviser, who will visit your store for
two days and give advice and ideas about how to
make savings. Call freephone 0800 585794 for a
free FastTrack visit or visit www.envirowise.gov.uk.
If you’re planning a major refurbishment
over the next year or two, it’s worth figuring out
how to save lighting and heating bills at the
same time, advises Rowland-Jones. “You don’t
need to be a technical expert. Discuss your
energy requirements with your suppliers and put

“You don’t need to be a technical expert. Discuss
your energy requirements with your suppliers and
put pressure on them to come up with solutions that
will reduce your energy costs”
pressure on them to come up with solutions
that will reduce your energy costs,” he says.
Once the project’s over, don’t forget to
include your new, greener credentials in your
publicity materials and press releases. Your
consumers may be more preoccupied with their
weekly bills than the carbon footprint of your
store, but a recent MORI survey found that 75
per cent of consumers were still looking for
retailers to be greener and more ethical. Your
local newspaper is a good way of gauging grassroots opinion in your area - and an excellent
platform for publicising good news stories about
energy savings in your newly refurbished store.
Even if you’re not planning a major
overhaul, there are many things you can do to
reduce your energy bills now. To reduce your
lighting bills:
 Take a look at the back of your store:
cleaning windows and skylights here will allow
maximum daylight to enter the building and
reduce the need for electric lighting.
 When you need to replace your lights outside
the store, use high-pressure sodium lights - they

are five times more efficient than traditional
tungsten halogen lamps.
 Inside the store, replace old 38mm (T12)
fluorescent tubes with the newer 26mm (T8)
types. They use around eight per cent less
energy, and give out a better light.
And to reduce your heating and electricity
bills, consider:
 Checking out your storage room or
warehouse - these unoccupied areas are
potential energy drains, so it’s worth sealing
the areas and then reducing heating here.
 Lowering your thermostat on your heating
system by only one degree, as costs rise by
eight per cent for every degree you crank up
the heat. The same applies to air conditioning
systems in the summer.
 Maintaining your heating equipment
properly, as you could be adding as much as 10
per cent to your heating bill without realising it.
 Turning off your office PC and monitor at
night and at weekends - that alone will cut
running costs by 75 per cent a year. SI

MONEY BOX
 Heating and lighting bills may be among your
biggest bills, but you can also make considerable
savings on recycling waste and minimising water
bills. “With landfill tax going up and availability
of landfill sites going down, it may be cheaper for
stores to recycle their cardboard and plastic,
rather than sending it away as mixed waste
removal,” says Rowland-Jones.
 In the past, some independent retailers have
found that recycling companies have been
reluctant to take away waste from only one or
two stores. If that’s the case, Rowland-Jones
suggests getting together with a dozen or so
other local retailers and making the collection
more attractive for waste collection companies.
 Water bills can be another hidden cost.
Envirowise found one company that was paying
the water bills for the business next door without
realising it. In another case, one store had wildly
different water bills than a sister store.
Investigations revealed that the larger store was
being accidentally billed as if it was an industrial
unit, rather than a retail premises.
 Another more common situation is when water
bills are sent to the head office of a multiple
retailer. If no one’s checking consumption the bills
are paid automatically, even when a big hike in
cost could signal a water leak.
 A quick way to check for water leaks is to take
a water meter reading before leaving the store
for the night, and another one first thing the next
morning. Any water usage indicates a water leak an expense that in these challenging times few
retailers can afford to ignore.
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RETAIL QUALIFICATIONS

QUALIFIED
SUCCESS
A highly qualified workforce is an asset for all
storeowners, but understanding the plethora of retail
qualifications can be challenging. Dave Howell reports
As an owner-manager you know that having
well-qualified members of staff can mean
regular sales in your store. Now more than
ever, retailers must develop the core
competence of their operations to generate
as much income as possible.
Consumers are now sophisticated enough,
and have a massive choice of goods from an
abundance of suppliers to allow them to pick and
choose the retailers they shop with regularly. How
your members of staff behave and their innate
skills are a major component of attracting those
consumers to your business.

Growing sector
Taking even a quick glance at the retail
qualification market reveals that the sector has
rapidly expanded over a very short time. Where
once the NVQ reigned supreme, this
qualification has been joined by a mass of
additional courses that your workforce could use
to augment their existing skills, and develop
themselves into highly effective sales personnel.
The question that all owner-managers are now

asking themselves is how they should choose
which qualifications to support. And moreover,
which courses will deliver tangible benefits to
their stores.
Annabel Berdy, employment and risk-andsafety policy adviser at the British Retail
Consortium, says: “Ten years ago there were only
two large employers engaged with formal skills
training. There are now 30 major retailers involved
in one form or another, including Arcadia and
Next through the Fashion Retail Academy, and
Tesco and Sainsbury’s, who are developing
apprenticeships. Both of these schemes have had
a real impact on the sector.”
A spokesperson for Manpower also
comments: “It is particularly important to train
staff in small businesses. With a smaller
workforce, staff will be less able to rely on the
experience of their peers, so are more dependent
on their own knowledge. Micro-sized businesses
particularly benefit from training. Staff at
extremely small companies are likely to be
entrepreneurial, creative people, so would benefit
from process-based training.”

“The reality is that if retailers do want to formalise their
training, there is a lot of funding available to them”
30 SPORTS INSIGHT

As the number of retail qualifications that
your staff could take has grown, some confusion
has also occurred with many employers unsure
about which qualifications would best suit their
employees and most benefit their businesses
overall. To offer a clear and concise guide to the
current range of retail qualifications Skillsmart
Retail (www.skillsmartretail.com) recently launched
a free guidebook to download from its website.
Says Beverley Paddey, head of qualifications
and standards at Skillsmart Retail: “Each of the UK
nations has separate government-led educational
policies that have resulted in courses and
qualifications being named differently. We hope
that by providing this easy-to-use guide, which
matches qualifications in each of the nations with
their corresponding job roles, retailers, learning
providers and individuals will be able to see the
kind of job roles to which each of the nations’
qualifications and learning programmes relate.”
The question still remains whether you
should spend the time and resources in your
business training your staff. Says Annabel Berdy:
“It is a misconception that training is not
important in retail. Our research shows that
£2billion is spent every year training retail staff in
the UK. The problem is that most of this training
is not formally recognised or recorded, which
means that there is a perception that it is not
important. The reality is that if retailers do want
to formalise their training, there is a lot of
funding available to them. In England funding
can be sourced via the government’s Train to
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Gain programme, through which an education
professional works with a business to find the
best training for their needs and helps them to
find funding for it.”

Develop
Gaining qualifications in the retail space has often
been perceived as a waste of money that a
business could better spend elsewhere.
Manpower would strongly disagree and urges all
owner-managers to develop training and the
pursuit of qualifications in their enterprises. “A
few years ago many businesses did consider
training a waste of time and money. However,
this perception is currently changing,” says
a company spokesperson.
“Training not only better equips workers to
do their jobs it also improves retention and
motivation. A Manpower study earlier this year
found that three quarters - 77 per cent - of British
workers expect to be trained as part of their job,
and among those who do not receive work-based
training a large majority - 67 per cent - argues
that lack of training could be a reason to move.”
Hugh Greenway, managing director of Reed
Learning, says: “A fully trained staff might be the
Holy Grail; finding the right person with the right
aptitude and then creating opportunities for them
to develop is more important. I favour a more
pragmatic approach, which is better suited to
small businesses. By that I mean recruiting the
right person, creating the right environment for
them to develop and finding the appropriate
training which develops their skills and potential.
The balancing act between those three things is
more important than creating the ‘perfectly
trained member of staff’. It’s about doing
something that works for your business.”
Clearly for smaller stores the cost of
developing a training programme can at first
seem prohibitive, Annabel Berdy believes that
costs can be managed to deliver real advantages
to every retail business: “Quality training can cost
money, but this can often be compensated for if
it is a government-recognised programme. With
apprenticeships, for example, the compensation is
100 per cent for under-19s and 50 per cent for
those over that age.
“Another thing to remember when thinking
about costs is that training is happening
informally in-house anyway. By making it more
official, retailers can be reimbursed for some of
these costs. There is also a strong business case
for formal skills development: training increases
productivity and, ultimately, profits. Although the
immediate benefit is to the individual, wellstructured skills training rewards staff with better
competence earlier, which speeds up their
development progress, making them ready to
move on faster and more likely to stay with the
business, thus reducing staff turnover.”
After costs, the next hurdle that all store
owner-managers face is deciding which type of
qualification is right for which member of staff.
With a wide range of courses on offer, your first
step is to perform your own skills audit. Once you
have a clear indication of the skills that are
already contained within your business, you can
then seek out courses to enhance the knowledge

you and your staff already have. With masses of
help and advice on offer from a number of
sources, your business can quickly design a
training package that will lead to qualifications
that have real-world practical applications.
There are moves to simplify and reduce the
number of retail qualifications to make them
more understandable within the retail industry.
For now, take your time choosing the right
courses or training for your staff. With a cost
implication in some aspects of training, your
resources must be spent on the right
qualifications. What is clear is that store owners
cannot afford to do nothing. Developing the
knowledge and skills of everyone in your
workforce is imperative to weather the economic
storm that is sweeping across the retail space.

Commit
The people on your store’s payroll are an asset
that should be developed. Ultimately, these are
the customer-facing component of your business.
Committing resources to develop these assets
makes commercial sense. In a retail environment
that looks set to become a battleground for the
spending power of consumers, your workforce is
a means of making your business stand out in
your sector and attract your share of the money
that will be spent.
Says Annabel Berdy: “High-quality training is
essential if a retail business is to make gains. Our
message is that if your staff are better trained,
your store will run more efficiently, the customer
will have a better experience and you will take
more money. The purpose of training is to
change people’s behaviour and the reason to do
this is to sell more. One of the most important
areas in retail is customer handling, as this can
make or break a sale. Some may think that store
staff do not need to be highly skilled, but in
reality they need a good level of numeracy and
literacy, manual dexterity, listening and
communications skills and they need to be able
to manage a whole range of factors, including
security threats, in order to help a retail business
perform effectively.”
From NVQs to apprenticeships, the
qualifications that are open to your business are
now more diverse than they have ever been.
With financial support available to support your

RESOURCES
RETAIL ACADEMY
www.retailacademy.org
If you’re in retailing you should keep an
eye on this website. Packed with
information and tools, bookmark it now and
check it regularly
SKILLSMART RETAIL
www.skillsmartretail.com
A non-profit organisation that works
with government and industry to raise the
skills level of everyone working in the
retail sector
REED TRAINING
www.reed.co.uk/training
Part of the Reed recruitment agency, the
training division offers training solutions to
suit every need
SKILL4
www.skill4.com
If you want to improve every aspect of your
workforce’s customer communications
Skill4 can help with advice and training
SECTOR SKILLS DEVELOPMENT AGENCY
www.ssda.org.uk
If you need to know what kind of training
your staff need, and the courses that are
available, this site contains comprehensive
information to help you
OXFORD SUMMER SCHOOL
www.oxfordsummerschool.co.uk
Recognised as one of the best short
business courses in the country; you can
now get grant support for course fees
business’ drive to a better-qualified workforce,
now is the time to start investing in the
people that make your business a success.
Without their skills your store will not be able to
sustain its profitability. Choose the
qualifications you use within your business
carefully and always measure what tangible
benefits they bring to your store. Over time,
you will find that your investment has
delivered a foundation of skills your business
can build on. SI
High-quality
training is essential
if a retail business
is to make gains
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SOCIAL SHOPPING

Social gathering
Tony James reports on the social-shopping phenomenon

With an increasing number of customers
researching products on the internet before
buying them in stores or on the web, is it
surprising that a new form of shopping is
emerging that is revolutionising the way we
do business? It’s called social shopping - an
ingenious mix of social networking and
online shopping that can transform the
fortunes of independent retailers prepared
to try something new. Unlike many retail
sites that display products for sale, social
shopping sites consist of product listings
from shoppers who recommend their
favourites - often with a strong emphasis on
what’s new and exciting.
Says internet marketing consultant Kim
Gordon: “Getting products on the right social
shopping site can create a buzz that leads to sales.
It’s the latest online version of traditional word-ofmouth marketing and offers a wealth of
opportunities for businesses with limited budgets.
Customers shop in a social networking
environment similar to MySpace. They can shop
together online and share the buying experience
with friends.”
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The speed with which social shopping is
catching on has startled business experts. Says
Robin Goad, research director of competitive
intelligence service Hitwise: “In terms of internet
visits, social shopping networking has grown by
over 70 per cent in the UK since last Christmas
and is starting to have a serious impact on many
different types of website.”
So could social shopping help boost your
sales as recession bites? Let’s take a look at how
and why the system works.

Online research leads to sales
Almost 90 per cent of people quizzed in recent
polls said they researched products online before
buying them in a store. They regarded the
internet as their most trusted buying source. So
influencing online shoppers can have a
profound effect on sales.

Customer recommendations
bring results
Social shopping websites are a highly efficient
source of word-of-mouth marketing. “Product
recommendations that come from other site

users are more trusted than those from outsiders,”
Kim Gordon says. “Visitors can learn what are the
best buys and follow links to products they
wouldn’t necessarily find on their own.”

Sites suit customers’ specific needs
Here are some typical social shopping sites and
the varied services they offer:
 ThisNext.com appeals to the blogging crowd.
Users can browse recommended products, add
them to their wish lists, find out where to buy
them and create themed lists of their own.
 Crowdstorm.com. This site measures the buzz
around products based on user
recommendations. Popular items go to the top of
the list. Buzz is measured by the amount of
activity surrounding a product, how many times it
has been viewed, how many bloggers have
written about it and how many site users have
commented on it.
 Kaboodle.com. Users create wish lists with
photographs and links to products for sale online.
It’s easy to post a summary of anything found on
the internet. The site now has over 50,000
registered users.
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 Stylehive.com. This is a good site for women’s
fashions and interests.
 Wists.com. Users focus on interesting new
products and share links to the ones they want
to buy.
 Zlio.com. A French-based site that started as a
‘buzz shopping community’ and was recently
relaunched. Now offering its user base to
entrepreneurs to set up their own stores with
their favourite products.
 Myelist.co.uk is a site that allows you to add
people to view your list and to add comments on
each item, which is handy for price comparisons.
Useful when buying and selling specialised items.
 Tribesmart.com. Rather than just listing as
many products as possible, Tribesmart claims to
provide a platform ‘for people who really know
their stuff about the products and provide more
reliable and impartial reviews.’

A great chance for retailers
Right now, any business owner can use social
shopping sites to build a word-of-mouth
campaign that should lead to sales. But you’d
better move quickly - some sites are testing freeto-use models at the moment, but are likely to
adopt paid structures as demand grows. These
could be through revenue generated by
marketing agreements with retailers, or by selling
the trends information generated by users.

Get to know the sites
Bookmark a range of social shopping sites and
learn how they work. Test the water by posting
one or two products with their URLs, taking care
to send your click-throughs to specialised landing
pages so that you can measure the results. Social
shopping is ignored by small retailers at their
peril, according to Wayne Robbins, co-founder of
Tribesmart.com, who believes that it could
generate at least 30 per cent of independent
retail business within the next 10 years.
“Social shopping is about people with an
interest and passion about products writing
about them and helping others to discover
them,” he says. “People can discover reviews
and information about products free from the
kind of marketing spin that is typical of many
normal ecommerce sites. For instance,
independent retailers can use a social shopping
site to demonstrate their specialist knowledge
and experience. Perhaps they stock mountain
bikes, say, and can offer something that
shoppers may be unable to find on a mainstream
retailer’s website. We want to harness the
knowledge that independents and smaller
retailers often have about their products.”
Social shopping was a term first coined
nearly 10 years ago by Harvard Business School
professor Jeffrey Rayport to describe a marketing
technique that uses social networking to increase
brand awareness. “The current internet-driven
social shopping stems directly from the age-old
word-of-mouth phenomenon,” says
communications guru Douglas Rushkoff. “Like
word-of-mouth, social shopping is based on the
rational human behaviour of telling other people

about a product or service you like or don’t like.
This can take the form of video clips,
interactive chatrooms, averages, images, emails or
text messages.”
A classic early example of big business using
social shopping as a sales aid was the
Hotmail.com free email service, which worked on
this simple strategy:
 Give away free email addresses and services.
 Attach a simple tag to every free message
offering free email on Hotmail.
 Wait for people to email to their own network
of friends and colleagues.
 Recipients sign up - and pass on the message
to their own business and social circles.

and billions of email messages. Design a
marketing strategy that builds on common
motivations and behaviours and you could
have a winner.”
5. Use existing communications networks. Social
scientists tell us that each person has a close
network of eight to 12 friends, family and
associates, but a person’s internet network may
consist of hundreds, even thousands of people.
6. Take advantage of all resources. The most
effective social shopping marketing strategies use
others’ resources to get the word out. Affiliate
programmes, for example, place text or graphic
links on other websites to be seen by countless
potential customers.

“Almost 90 per cent of people quizzed in recent
polls said they researched products online before
buying them in a store”
Influence
So how can retailers increase business by
influencing social shopping networks? Here are
six basic strategies:
1. Give away something valuable. ‘Free’ is still the
most powerful word in the marketeer’s vocabulary,
so attract social shoppers with free information,
‘cool buttons’ and software programs.
2. Make things easy. The medium that carries
your marketing message must be easy to
transfer and replicate - email, website, graphic,
software download.
3. Stay adaptable. To spread quickly and
efficiently through social networks your
transmission method must be rapidly scalable
from small to very large. If the strategy is
successful mail servers must be added quickly or
the rapid growth will bog down and die. As long
as you have planned ahead of time so that you
can add mail servers quickly, you should be okay.
4. Harness human behaviour. Clever marketing
plans take advantage of common human
motivations. “The hunger to be popular and
understood drives people,” is how Douglas
Rushkoff puts it. “The resulting urge to
communicate has produced millions of websites

Remember that social shopping networks are
developing all the time. Typical of the new
generation is financial specialist Zopa, which puts
lenders and borrowers directly in touch by
networking, so cutting out the banking middlemen.
“Mass marketing is close on being dead,”
says Zopa CEO Richard Duvall. “For instance, 10
years ago four out of five customers read
newspapers every day. Now less than 50 per cent
do. Today effective marketing must be targeted
at individuals in specialist networks. It isn’t easy,
but there isn’t a choice because people now
have thousands of options for every product or
service they buy.”
Through Zopa’s marketing strategy,
individuals tell their friends about the company’s
services through social network online seminars,
blogs and discussion forums. “The era of a
remote marketing team at the top of a tower
somewhere is gone,” Duvall says. “Now before
we make serious decisions we have to know that
our customers are with us. And that means
keeping them up to speed. If you rise to the
challenge of social shopping, give the punters
what they want and manage to turn a profit, I
SI
guess you can’t go too far wrong.”
Social shopping is about
people with a passion
for products writing
about them; helping
others to discover them
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VISUAL MERCHANDISING

Here’s
looking
at you
Success is all about what happens when
you see your retail space through your customers’ eyes,
says Lauren Fox

RIGHT: ISRA members
get creative during a
day with experts from
Visual Thinking

It’s been said it takes less than four seconds for a human
being to form an initial impression of the person in front
of them. That’s all the time you have before someone’s
subconscious has created its blueprint and categorised
you as either a ‘dahling’ or a ‘definitely not’. Judgement
is simply a part of human nature and its impact on retail
success is something that needs to be given as much
attention as product trends and pricing.
There is no more positive use of business energy than
creating the right shopping environment, something that sadly
comes at the bottom of the list for many, whose entire focus is
on competitors and the fluctuations of daily sales figures.

Image conscious
Why is it so important to be image conscious? Because it is a
fact that shopping has become increasingly about having a
feelgood factor as part of the experience. Customers will shop
where they feel comfortable, where the environment reflects
their own aspirations and subtly shows that you, as a retailer,
understand exactly what they are all about. Entice them
through the door and encourage them to buy, provide them
with retail therapy and they will do the same for you. That’s the
bottom line - and it’s all down to visual merchandising (VM).
Visual merchandising is something of a hybrid tool - part
science, part business and, indeed, creativity. And it is an
essential understanding for any retail owner, affecting every
aspect of your business - even online stores, which must be
created with attention span in mind. It is all about knowing
your customers’ desires and harnessing these emotions,
something that should resonate particularly with the
independent sports retailer, whose commercial endurance is
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specifically regarded as a matter of providing superior
customer service.
Service needs to have a little style thrown in if it is to work,
a view confirmed by Neil Ellis, founder and managing director
of the dynamic and award-winning visual merchandising
consultancy PLANarama (www.planarama.com), which has
gained a reputation for creating exciting window and in-store
displays. PLANarama has worked for some well-known high
street names, including sportstyle footwear outlet Schuh,
which rolled out a vibrant Christmas window campaign across
60 stores. Says Ellis: “We were asked to design a window for
the young and youthful minded that would encapsulate the
fun and laughter of Christmas and reflect the brand’s mindset.
The result was the ‘Christmas with a Smile’ window
incorporating a nodding reindeer to add humour and
movement to draw a shopper’s attention to the store.”
Creating such windows of opportunity can be on a varied
scale, but create them you must. You also have to ensure that
every other area of your retail space is as customer friendly whether that be the design of your website, the location and
style of your fitting rooms, the space allocation, stock, shelving
and even sale bins. Space is money, so look around (and even
up) - are you using it as creatively and constructively as
possible? Says Ellis: “Too often a retailer becomes bogged
down in statistics, focusing entirely on figures, footfall and
what competitors are doing rather than creating their own
brand environment.”
Customer choice is far more about getting the aesthetics
and atmosphere right than many believe - the right range can
lose all impact in the wrong layout and even a single retail
outlet needs a brand image. It’s created by knowing exactly
who your customers are, using this awareness to keep them
inspired and happy in their shopping experience. Yours are
products for purchasers who will shop around, not simply for a
better price, but a better place to buy, and that’s why your
visual marketing is vital. You may have the best stock and staff
in the area, but does your store reflect that sales advantage?
Will it not just attract customers, but keep them browsing and
buying happily inside?

Sex appeal
Sex is apparently part of the problem with sports retailing.
What I mean is that a lot of retail owners and managers are
men and they have very different shopping habits to women if shopping could actually be called a habit with them at all.
Simply, if you don’t like shopping or don’t get out and share
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Response from ISRA members to considering and
implementing VM concepts was outstanding and Visual
Thinking is now working with some members on creating
their retail image. Cheetham stresses: “VM is not a
makeover, it is a retail imperative and improvements can
only be made by thinking like a customer and not a retailer,
making sure their environment is easy and enjoyable to
shop in and creating and being true to their own brand.”

LEFT: Shuh’s visual
merchandising by awardwinning PLANarama
BELOW: The new ‘Loonie’
merchandising unit, part
of a new not-so-daft
retail concept by
Westbeach

Commercially outstanding

the experience, you are likely to be selling badly.
Brands too are increasingly judging by appearances and
expect retailers to provide the right setting for products.
Westbeach is one brand that has taken a highly constructive
approach to supporting retailers, creating a display-based
business model called the Affiliate Programme and rolling it
out to retailers in the UK and Canada this winter. It is all
about helping to create the right look and the ‘Loonie’
(appropriately named after
Canadian currency) display
concept is part of it. Says Ed
Seymour, Westbeach’s
director of global sales:
“This is a partnership in the
truest sense. The merchandising-driven concept highlights our
brand in the right way and in turn guarantees retail profit
margin as well as positive cash flow.”
The traditional sports independent is definitely becoming
more aware of the need to focus on their image, reflected in
the increasing number of retailers attending ispo for
merchandising inspiration. Where its designer influences were
once regarded as “far too fashionable”, the ispovision area
has become a must-see source of ideas. This realisation by
smaller independents that looks really do matter is confirmed
by Jeanette Cheetham, senior brand consultant of Visual
Thinking (www.visualthinking.co.uk), a company that
specialises in visual merchandising, who was recently invited
to hold a training event for ISRA buying group members.
“VM is critical to the smaller player because it will be
impossible for them to compete on price alone - in fact, in
many instances they would be more expensive,” says
Cheetham. “Traditionally their loyal customer base has also
‘shopped’ them on high levels of service and familiarity and
the convenience of location, but today’s and future
customers are more discerning and seek value for money in
other ways. Research shows that a big part of the emerging
‘value for money’ concept is in the shopping environment
that is provided.”
Cheetham confirms the importance of learning how to
stimulate customers and a more regular spend through
imaginative displays and promotional activity. “VM is often
seen by this type of retailer as just producing something that
looks pretty,” she says. “A big proportion of our knowledge,
however, is geared towards showing them how to maximise
their space visually and commercially to get the most return
per square foot.”

Understanding customers in order to be commercially
outstanding is something that Apple has perfected.
Regarded as a champion of the shop floor, it’s small
wonder that the company’s stores are often seen with
queues of people outside before opening time year
round. People simply like being there - and once they are
inside they can’t help but buy. Apple’s response to key
times, such as Christmas sales during the credit crunch,
was a piece of real sales creativity - using the staff as a
key part of the customer experience by providing them with
portable devices for processing transactions on the shop
floor. This streamlined yet personal approach meant no
separate tills or standing in queues. Apple even encouraged
emailing receipts out, saving time (and the planet) and
capturing valuable database information.
Apple has branding and retailing down to a fine art
because it has always tapped into customer emotion,
consequently creating fierce loyalty through this
understanding. It’s a
concept that is achievable
for everyone who realises
that they are a brand, not
just a store.
`There is no doubt
visual merchandising is a specialised skill and not something
that can be solved with a Blue Peter-style artistic approach.
But there is no excuse for not implementing the basics in
terms of layout, branding and promotions. Young staff are
potentially ardent shoppers and a good resource for
creative opinion forming. PLANarama has successfully called
in local art students to help create retail windows, but as
Neil Ellis confirms: “Although it’s very much about
creativity, the commercial implications are right up there too
and that means having the right knowledge to
take designs into production in the most
effective way.”
How far you can or want to take
creativity is an individual
matter - on Oxford Street and
Regent Street stores have even invested in
‘whispering window’ technology that
provides a sound interface. But be
warned, trying a DIY version and simply
broadcasting from in-store speakers is
likely to result in the local council talking
to you about shopping ‘noise pollution’.
There’s no doubt that stores need
personality. People love to feel they are
trading up, even if it is simply a brand
illusion, but overdo your style and
customers may think you are out of their
league. Get it right, keep changing and
constantly inspiring them, harnessing
your local knowledge and service skills,
and they will keep coming to see what you
are doing. SI

“Visual merchandising is something
of a hybrid tool - part science, part
business and, indeed, creativity”
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IN SEASON RUNNING

RUNNING
HILLY LAUNCHES
BRAND-NEW
COMPRESSION SOCK
HILLY CLOTHING IS PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE THE
RELEASE OF ITS BRAND-NEW COMPRESSION SOCK.
Having worked closely with the leading manufacturer of medical
compression hosiery, the company is sure that it has the best
possible product sock on the market.

KEY FEATURES INCLUDE:
 Graduated compression
 Proven circulation improvement
 Increased endurance/performance
 Improved recovery rate if worn post-exercise - increased blood
flow helps to clear lactic acid
 Toe seam under toe reduces risk of blisters
 Terry padding throughout heel and foot bottom provides
shock absorption
 Made with high wicking CoolMAX
For more information or stockist details call
0161 366 8207 or email info@hillyclothing.co.uk
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SAUCONY VIZIPRO: BE SAFE,
BE SEEN AND BE
COMFORTABLE
Saucony’s VIZI-PRO range of apparel for
autumn 2009 is not just the only group
of fabrics and colours to be safety
approved by the American National
Standards Institute, the fabrics are also
as technical as you can get.
In addition to VIZI-PRO, all of
Saucony’s premier styles have a unique
flashing LED as standard, improving
safety further. Now you can wear
technology such as Drylete and SonicLite with maximum visibility.
The Saucony sales team will be
demonstrating the new product line
in January and February 2009, with
an amazing launch offer and
consumer campaign.
To book your appointment or for more
information call 023 9282 3664 or
visit saucony.co.uk

UK GEAR AND THE
BRITISH ARMY JOIN
FORCES TO LAUNCH
EXTREME CLIMATE
TRAINING SHOES
UK Gear has launched two unique training
shoes designed to withstand some of the
world’s harshest environments.
Designed and developed in association
with The British Army Physical Training
Corps, the PT-03 DESERT survived final wear
testing in the extreme heat of Afghanistan,
while the PT-03 WINTER was put through its
paces in Norway. This ensured that they’re
built to survive some of the world’s most
extreme temperatures and weather
conditions.
These unique shoes have earned the
right to bear the famous British Army
‘crossed swords’ insignia.
UK Gear: 0870 403 1400
Email: info@ukgear.com
Website: www.ukgear.com
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IN SEASON SWIMMING

Making
waves
The excitement generated
by British Olympic wins in
the swimming pool
continues to bolster the
sector, says Catherine Eade
Sports fans, teenagers and children across
the UK were inspired by the performances
of Tom Daley and double gold medallist
Rebecca Adlington at the Beijing Olympics
last summer, where Team GB claimed four
other swimming medals. Further inspiration
came from Eleanor Simmonds and her goldmedal winning exploits at the Paralympics.
British Swimming national performance
director Michael Scott has made the
implementation of five Intensive Training
Centres (ITCs) in the UK a priority since his
arrival in 2007. The centres, in Bath,
Loughborough, Stirling, Stockport and Swansea,
offer a one-stop service for swimmers and
coaches, with the aim of providing everything
they need in their development, from the right
amount of 50m pool time to sports science
support. Scott’s plan is to have centres that will
improve both the number and quality of worldclass athletes and coaches in Britain by providing
a quality training environment. The ITCs will also
provide a pathway of opportunities for athlete
and coach progression.

Movers and shakers
The scene is being set, with a number of highprofile coaching and management
appointments announced over recent months:
Alistair Gray, a strategy consultant with vast
experience of the sporting sector, was appointed
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as the new chairman of British Swimming in
October and will spearhead British Swimming’s
board up to 2012. Gray is a world-class advisor
to UK Sport and Sport England, and has been
asked by them to carry out many of their most
complex and sensitive reviews, including those
carried out for The FA, The LTA, Scottish Rugby,
Irish Rugby Football Union and Rugby
Football League. In October, Dennis Pursley, a
former head of United States swimming for 14
years, took up his position as Britain’s head
coach to guide Team GB up until the 2012
London Olympics.
As for the ITCs themselves, Bud McAllister,
the coach responsible for guiding US swimming
legend Janet Evans to four Olympic titles and six
world records, was appointed head coach of the
ITC in Swansea in October, a month after the
man who coached Ian Thorpe to Olympic glory
was named head coach of the ITC in Stirling.
Doug Frost, who masterminded Thorpe’s
progress for three years up to the Australian’s
triple gold at the Sydney Olympics of 2000,
vowed to make this country a “dominant force”
at the 2012 Games. British Swimming’s
coaching appointments are now almost
complete, with Rob Greenwood and Shaun
Zitani assigned to the Stirling and Stockport
programmes and Dave McNulty, Graeme
Antwhistle, Ben Titley and Kevin Renshaw
named as coaches based in Bath and

Loughborough. In addition, Doug Campbell, a
British record holder and former Olympian, has
been appointed national coach for Scotland.
In a move that further boosts the profile of
swimming, Prime Minister Gordon Brown and
Culture Secretary Andy Burnham recently
pledged that by 2012 swimming would be free
for everyone at pools run by local authorities.
Five government departments combined
resources to come forward with a £140million
fund aimed at making Britain healthier and
more successful in international competitions,
and the plan for charges to be dropped at
1,600 municipal pools will come into force
across pools in the UK over the coming months
and years.
Roger Allen, director at the Nottinghambased brand Maru, is cheered by such
government programmes. “There is no doubt
the Free Swimming initiative is important for
both the nation’s health and the swimming
industry,” says Allen. “I think it will have a
significant impact on sales and we, the
manufacturers, distributors and independent
retailers, must ensure we are ready and
prepared for the demand.”
Despite the current economic downturn,
Maru is a brand that appears to be bucking the
trend. The company is showing strong growth
across all sectors, from active and leisure
swimwear to swim equipment. In October 2008
Maru announced swim equipment sales were
up five per cent year-on-year and now account
for over one third of the company’s total
turnover. Swimwear sales, particularly in the
adult sector, have also increased substantially
year-on-year.
“We believe this growth is due, in part, to
the spin-off from the Olympics,” says Allen.
“The euphoria created by Rebecca Adlington’s
gold medal wins, and those of the Paralympic
gold medallist swimmer Eleanor Simmonds, has
inspired future Olympic hopefuls with a new
‘can-do’ attitude and they are training like mad.
Not only this, it has encouraged 20 to 30-yearold ex-swimmers back into the pool, which
can’t be bad. Also, as a nation we are far more
fitness conscious these days and swimming,
swim aerobics and the like can be a relatively
easy, fun and inexpensive way to exercise for all
age groups.”

Year-round sport
Martin Newton of Aqua Sphere also has a
positive outlook about the health of the
swimming sector. “Despite the doom and gloom
of the current economic climate, swimming
participation figures are expected to continue to
rise as people recognise the benefits of a lowcost, easy-entry sport that they can enjoy all
year round,” he says.
“In terms of awareness, not only did the
Olympics have a positive effect on competitive
pool swimming in the UK, it also raised the
profile of open-water swimming and this can
only be positive for swim sales. The open-water
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10k was held for the first time in Beijing and
made for a fantastic spectacle.
“The interest generated at the Olympics
was further supported in the summer by the
first ever Great North Swim, held on Lake
Windermere, for which entries sold out in less
than two weeks and which attracted nearly
2,500 swimmers and lots of media attention.
The trend for open-water swimming is certainly
here to stay and there are many more openwater swimming events planned for 2009 as
more recreational and fitness swimmers discover
the delights of outdoor swimming in the UK.”
Aqua Sphere is building on this interest in
outdoor swimming with several new products,
including a thermal range of swimwear, the
Aqua Skin range. The continuing interest in
triathlon events is also sparking some new
products, says Newton. “For the growing
triathlon market we are now launching ‘Ironman
- powered by Aqua Sphere’ triathlon wetsuits,
which is a very exciting and high-profile

difficulties in the economic market, we are
forging ahead in a considered manner to bring
innovation and quality to UK swimmer.”
Meanwhile, Maru launched its
spring/summer 2009 collection in January 1,
offering a host of fresh designs to suit all
swimmers. New swimwear for active swimmers
includes a sleek, legged swimsuit for women, a
new medium leg height training suit and an
improved range of swimsuits in solid colours or
striking patterns, manufactured in Pacer, a longlife, chlorine resistant fabric. For the leisure
swimmer Maru has introduced a stylish range of
tankinis and swimsuits in fuschia, orange
and denim, as well as a selection of suits with
high backs and extra-low legs for the more
mature woman.
Nine new styles have been introduced into
the men’s range, including training shorts and a
selection of technical jammers and leisure board
shorts. New swim equipment items include a
sports goggle for adults and children, the Hydro

“Looking ahead to 2012, swimming participation is
expected to grow as facilities improve and people continue
to embrace the fact that it is a safe, low-impact cardio
activity which doesn’t take a huge financial outlay to enjoy”
partnership for us worldwide and further
cements our position as an iconic tri brand,”
he says.
“Looking ahead to 2012, swimming
participation is expected to grow as facilities
improve and people continue to embrace the
fact that it is a safe, low-impact cardio activity
that doesn’t take a huge financial outlay to
enjoy. Aqua Sphere is really positive about the
future and the brand’s growth is excellent.
“We have now added Aqua Gym
equipment to our stable in recognition of the
growth of aqua aerobics, aqua running and
aqua rehabilitation and conditioning in the UK,
following its rising profile in North America.
While we acknowledge the worldwide

Anti-Fog Sport Goggle with a deeper lens for
greater vision and Flashing Gems and Flashing
Coins, a diving game for kids that’s exclusive
to Maru.

Free Swimming boost
Allen has the last word on the boost to
swimming created by the Olympics. “Naturally, I
hope the trend will continue and grow,
especially once the government’s initiative of
free swimming for the over-60s and under-16s is
implemented,” he says. “As I understand it,
£140million has been earmarked to fund the
scheme and 300 local authorities have already
elected to offer free swimming to local
residents. It would be great if this Free

Swimming programme could be extended to
include local pools that are not local authority
owned and I believe steps are already being
undertaken to achieve this.”
As ‘Sports Insight’ went to press, British
Swimming’s celebrated Olympians and next
generation of swimmers were taking their first
steps along the road to London 2012 with the
LEN European Championships in Croatia.
Thirteen athletes from the Beijing Olympics and
a number of swimmers competing for the first
time at senior international level for Great
Britain were heading to Rijeka for the
championships. The event, which took place
on December 11-14, was the first opportunity
for British Swimming head coach Dennis
Pursley to lead a British team into a major
international arena. Exciting times lie ahead. SI

FINA FORUM
FINA is to host a World Think Tank on
swimsuits next month (February) in response
to the debate raging in the sport over the
impact of technology on performance.
As ‘Sports Insight’ predicted last
summer, the so-called ‘miracle suits’ did
make a huge impact at the Beijing Olympics,
with some people debating whether it could
be considered an even playing field if some
swimmers had them and others did not.
“In some ways, you could call it
technological ‘doping’. But you look at
just about every other sport and the same
thing is going on,” said one swimmer.
Records were being broken daily by
swimmers in the much-anticipated Speedo
LZR RACER swimsuit.
Although we will have to wait to find
out whether rule changes to take account of
technological developments in the sport will
follow the FINA forum, one thing is sure:
more people are watching swimming television ratings indicate that. Meanwhile,
suit makers continue to press ahead with
updates and upgrades in time for the 13th
FINA World Championships in Rome this
summer, and approvals have been given to a
number of newcomers to the elite race
swimwear market.
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JAKABEL LAUNCHES
ITS FIRST BABY
SWIM COLLECTION
FOR 2009
The new thermal baby wetsuits in wild
camouflage designs, sunsuits from three months
and non-slip Kevlar shoes for all ages means that
Jakabel now serves babies, toddlers and kids up
to 11 years old.
The funky surfwear includes the new funky
surf shorts range designed to ‘wow’ any kid
looking for action wear. The wetsuits are now
available long-sleeved and long-legged in bright
blue/reds and will warm us all on those good old
British holiday adventures. Still exclusively
promoting the best floatsuit on the market and
an array of unusual and fun dive
toys/accessories, Jakabel promises its usual
uncompromisingly good service and fast delivery
from the beginning of 2009.
For more information call Josu on
44 208 715 2385 or 07957 541406, email
josu.shephard@jakabel.co.uk or visit
www.jakabel.com. Agents wanted.

SWIMMING
MARU’S FRESH NEW
DESIGNS FOR
SPRING/SUMMER 2009
Maru Swimwear’s new swimwear and equipment
collection for spring/summer 2009 contains a host of
fresh and stunning new designs from a sleek, legged
swimsuit for active swimmers, to hot new training
shorts for men, fun sparkly costumes for girls and
new anti-fog sports goggles. Leisure swimmers are
catered for with stylish tankinis and swimsuits and
cool board shorts for men in a new stonewashedlook fabric.
Maru’s customer service is exceptional. The company
carries a full range of stock and provides 48-hour
delivery on all orders. To obtain a catalogue call
0115 985 1212 or visit www.maruswimwear.co.uk
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Fashy
Fashy’s swimwear and accessories range continues to grow with
customer demand throughout Europe.
Germany’s European swimming champion, Nicole Hetzer, has
helped develop a range of swimwear and accessories for training,
competition and aquarobics. The range includes chlorine-resistant
costumes as well as essentials. The current catalogue features both
sports and fashion costumes for all age groups. Other catalogues
available include Aqua Fun and Sport.
Goggles and all training accessories include an extensive Aquarobic
range, while the Fashy swim hat range now offers over 40 different
swimcaps and turbans alongside pool and beach toys. In addition, aqua
shoes, swim shoes, beach and protective poolside shoes all feature
alongside the popular Aqua-fitness socks.
Fashy UK Limited: 01202 515251.
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and the largest yoga organisation in the country.
Now in its 40th year, BWY promotes and runs
yoga classes, workshops and events for its
members and the public. Aims of the BWY
include encouraging all persons to a greater
knowledge and understanding of all aspects of
yoga and its practice by provision of study,
education and training. Interestingly, perhaps for
those who still question the benefits of yoga,
the organisation is currently funding scientific
research for clinical trials into how yoga can help
conditions such as chronic back pain.
As the BWY itself says, the practice of yoga
in its purest sense needs no equipment other
than a receptive mind and body. That said, there
are some items available that any yoga
enthusiast would love: gold silk yoga mat
infused with lavender anyone? There is
seemingly a booming trade in yoga equipment
and Yoga Mad, the biggest distributor of
equipment on the internet, is one company that
is finding continuing success in this market.
‘Sports Insight’ spoke to David Elliot,
managing director of Yoga Mad, about why
yoga is such a strong sector.

What are your best sellers?

Alive &

well

Yoga is still going strong after thousands of years,
and for some it is more a way of life than a sport,
says Catherine Eade
Post-Christmas guilt, credit crunch
nightmares or failed New Year resolutions?
All can be forgotten for an hour when you
lie on a mat in a darkened room focusing
on your breathing and gently stretching
your limbs. Well it works for me.
Yoga, a form of exercise that comes from
the Sanskrit word ‘union’, is an ancient system
of development for mind, body and spirit that
continues to top popularity polls in health clubs
as well as community centres on a Saturday
morning. The practice of yoga makes the body
strong and flexible and improves the functioning
of the respiratory, circulatory and digestive
systems - among other things. And the beauty
of this form of exercise is that it can be done by
young and old alike; it is a discipline that many
people take up later in life - even if sport is
something they have never dabbled with before.
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Perhaps inevitably, the increasing popularity
of yoga has also had some negative
consequences. A ‘yoga backlash’ was reported
in the national press two years ago amid
warnings of an increasing number of injuries
sustained in yoga classes (more often than not
injuries were reported after the more pushy,
active ‘hot yoga’ classes, which have spread like
wildfire during the past five years). Could yoga
now be a victim of its own success? As its
popularity spread, so did bad examples of its
teaching and practice. But just like all sports
where the teaching is bad, problems will arise,
and the most important thing to remember is to
choose a good teacher.

Wheel of Yoga
The British Wheel of Yoga is the national body
for yoga teachers and yoga disciples in the UK

Yoga mats are undoubtedly the most popular
line in yoga, as almost every yoga practitioner
uses one. That said, like training shoes, there are
many different varieties offering different
thicknesses, widths, materials and characteristics
to suit different styles of yoga.
There is an increasing trend in the yoga
equipment market towards more environmentally
sound products, and our natural rubber Tree Mat
has become one of our fastest growing lines in
the past two years. After yoga mats, the bestselling lines are yoga belts or straps that help one
extend reach, and yoga blocks and bricks, which
are used as supports to aid the less flexible.

Are there any new trends in yoga
that retailers should be aware of?
Yoga is now taught in most health clubs in the
country. As well as an activity in its own right,
yoga is often taken up by people recovering
from injuries and is often used in conjunction
with other sports to keep the body supple,
aligned and less prone to injury.

Is yoga’s popularity subject to
seasonal fluctuations?
A lot of yoga is still taught in town and village
halls and through adult education. This means
that yoga is often offered along the lines of the
school term, meaning that there are peaks in
September, January and April. December is also
busy due to Christmas.

What are the benefits for retailers
in stocking yoga or pilates gear?
Are yoga enthusiasts repeat buyers?
Pilates is one of the fastest-growing activities in
the UK and is hot on the heels of yoga in
popularity, so retailers should not overlook this
growing area that could attract a new kind of
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customer to their store. Many sports people
who play football, tennis, rugby or who run are
recommended to practice either yoga or pilates,
and it makes sense to offer these customers the
products they need. Also, yoga mats do not last
forever and some users change their mats once
a year or even more, so there is plenty of repeat
business to be had, particularly if the customer
is offered a reasonable choice.

What yoga kit should sports retailers
be stocking and in what quantities?
A good range of yoga mats, preferably including
a choice of thicknesses and materials, rather
than simply a colour choice. A 4mm mat such as
the Warrior mat, a 6mm mat like the Warrior
Plus and a PVC-free mat such as the natural
rubber Tree Mat would cover most options. Also
essential are yoga blocks, one customer will buy
two to four per time, bricks - one sale will
usually be one to two - and a good quality 2.5m
cotton yoga belt. Yoga mat bags are also a
good idea, as firstly yoga mats will not fit in
most sports bags and, secondly, if your mat is
wet when you get to class it will be slippery,
making it dangerous and unusable.

What new products are coming
through at the moment?
One of the good things is that the range of
commonly used yoga and pilates props is not that
large, so it is possible to provide a good range
without using up too much valuable retail space.
In addition, the products are, in the main, well
established and there are few faddish products,
so there is little fear that such lines will go out of
fashion.

What effect is the increasing
interest in eco-friendly and organic
products having on yoga gear?
The yoga practitioner is often particularly keen
on eco-friendly products due to the holistic
nature of the practice. This has given rise to
numerous natural or more environmentally
friendly products such as PVC-free mats and cork
or wood blocks. Despite the higher cost, given
the choice, increasing numbers are buying green.

Any predictions about the continuing
popularity of this market?
The yoga market is stable and is likely to remain
so. Many people take it up at different stages of
their life where it becomes particularly relevant,
for example in pregnancy, old age or when
recovering from injury, so there are always
newcomers to the activity.
Yoga serves as an effective counter to the
strains of modern-day living, and as pressures
are only likely to mount the popularity of yoga is
likely to continue in tandem. Pilates has become
the darling of therapists and more and more
people are referred to it. So this, combined with
the increasing availability of pilates, means that
something that was little heard of outside the
dancing community is now something everyone
is aware of. SI

YOGA STYLES: a guide for retailers
While all yoga styles seek to balance the body, mind and spirit, they go about it in various ways.
No style is better than another - it is simply a matter of personal preference. Retailers can best
advise customers to find a teacher that they can relate to and a form that is appropriate for
each individual’s level of fitness, goals and medical condition.
THE MOST POPULAR FORMS OF YOGA ARE:
Hatha. Nearly all yoga styles are rooted in hatha yoga, yoga’s physical discipline that focuses on
developing control of the body through ‘asanas’ or poses. Hatha represents the duality in life yin and yang, masculine and feminine, darkness and light. It leads the way to balancing these
opposing forces. It is the yoga of physical well-being.
Ashtanga. Commonly called ‘power yoga’. For those who want a serious workout, ashtanga
yoga offers a fast-paced series of sequential poses such as push-ups and lunges. This physically
demanding yoga builds strength, flexibility and stamina and may be appropriate for those who
have successfully rehabilitated from a back injury, are looking for a more strenuous practice, or
people who are already athletic, such as runners and cyclists, who want to add flexibility,
balance and concentration to their exercise routines.
Bikram. Be prepared to sweat in this one. The bikram class turns up the room temperature to
anywhere from 85 degrees to 100 degrees. In this hot and steamy environment, students
perform 26 poses designed to cleanse the body from the inside out. A vigorous workout, it’s not
appropriate for those with cardiovascular disease because of the strain placed on the body.
Iyengar. This type of yoga focuses on proper alignment and precise movements. Props such
as blocks or straps are often used for those who are not as flexible or to compensate for
injuries. Because of this attention to detail and the modification of poses, iyengar yoga is often a
good form of yoga for people with back or neck pain.
Kundalini. Once a guarded secret in India, kundalini yoga arrived in the west in 1969 and is
designed to awaken kundalini energy. Kundalini mixes chanting, breathing practices and yoga
exercises with the emphasis on chanting and breathing.
Scaravelli. Based on the work of Vanda Scaravelli, this form of yoga works with the natural
movement of one’s body in relation to gravity. It’s a form of yoga where you’ll be asked to ‘give
your body to the ground’, with the focus on breath, the spine and the ground.
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RUCANOR FITNESS
AND YOGA
Rucanor has been supplying the sports trade with a wide selection of fantastic value fitness products for
a number of years and has added further products to its soon-to-be-released ‘NOS Collection
2009/2010’ catalogue.
Best-selling articles are gym balls, resistance bands, exercise gloves, skip ropes and the great value
step profi. There is also a range of dumbbells, bars and loose weights, plus benches, a sit-up board and
hand grips, all of which are presented in colour coordinated packaging to make an attractive display.
For yoga there are two sets currently available, which include items such as a mat, block,
and belt, while in February a 3mm EVA foam mat with a cotton exercise belt will be added in
three colours.
All of the above and more are available to order for immediate delivery from
stock, either from the sales office, your local agent or online at Rucanor’s
retailer-only website. Please log into your online account at retail.rucanor.com or
call the Sales Hotline Number: 0845 2300147 for further information.

YOGA
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AVAILABLE AUTUMN 08

New vented Material for better
‘heatzone’ breathability and
increased wicking, but no
reduction in compression
quality

Zoned panelling for more
advanced muscle support

Lowered V-Neck line for
increased comfort and to be
hidden under playing kit

Modified seamlines to further
enhance comfort

No compromise on quality.
Linebreak still use the best
Lycra in it’s construction for
greater durability

WEB: www.linebreak.co.uk
TEL: 01926 813749
EMAIL: linebreak@btinternet.com
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OPTIMUM NEW FOR 2009
Optimum successfully launched its new Eclipse range of
products at the Allied Partners Rugby Show in December. A full
range of products, from boots and shoulder pads to bags and
leisure clothing, are available. Look out for the Optimum Eclipse
range in 2009.

Optimum Eclipse rugby boots
Always at the forefront of design and innovation, Optimum
introduces the Eclipse range of rugby boots. The company’s entrylevel, low-cut boot offers a soft synthetic leather upper
incorporating a large embossed Optimum logo along with a

lightweight PU outsole, cushioned in-sole and aluminium studs.
RRP £24.99 (junior sizes 1-6) and £29.99 (senior sizes 7-12).

Optimum Eclipse rugby body
protection
Extending the new Eclipse range further is the Eclipse body
protector, a full-length garment incorporating the innovative OptiHex padding on the shoulders, biceps and sternum and detailed
with printed Optimum and Eclipse logos. RRP £29.99 (junior sizes
SB-LB) and £34.99 (senior sizes S-XXL).
For more details contact Optimum on 01942 497707.

RUGBY
ELITEX
MATCH
BALL
Conforming to IRB
specifications, the EliteX has
been developed using next
generation technology to give
excellent performance in all types of
weather conditions.
The EliteX has been hand-stitched and
comprises multi-laminate construction. With
shape and air retention guaranteed, this ball is the
same as every Samurai product - made to perform and
built to last. The high-impact outer skin allows the ball to look
great and gives it immense stamina.
The appearance of the EliteX is contemporary and ahead of the
game, making it very popular among all rugby enthusiasts, ranging from the
school field to the professionals.
For more information about the EliteX match ball call the Samurai sales team
on 0870 725 5000 or visit www.samurai-sports.com.
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LINEBREAK
Linebreak, the global originator of compression and base layer
technology, has launched its new range. When designing the new
2008 Linebreak styles, the company’s technical and design teams
were given a strict brief - take the look of the company’s product in
a new direction without compromising the technical features that
have made it famous.
FROM THOSE INSTRUCTIONS, THE 2008 RANGE WAS
CREATED INCLUDING:
 New vented material for better ‘heatzone’ breathability and
increased wicking
 Zoned panelling for more advanced muscle support
 Lowered necklines for increased comfort
 Market-leading, premium quality Invista Lycra for increased
durability
In simple terms, the new features increase the breathability of the
range, giving the best wicking in key moisture areas of the body,
improving comfort and keeping the skin drier in all environments. All
this is contained in a garment that still provides the highest quality
compression over an increased lifetime.
Linebreak is the Official Supplier of Compression Base Layers to
British Triathlon; Gareth Thomas, WRU, Cardiff Blues; and Rugby
Lions RFC.
For more information call 01926 813749 or visit
www.linebreak.co.uk.

BEFORE

AFTER

OPROSHIELD
The OPROshield range is now into its second year of production and in this short period of time the brand has become the
number one choice for tens of thousands of sportsmen, women and children throughout the UK who require innovative,
effective, easy-to-mould ‘boil and bite’-type protection.
OPRO is committed to providing the very best product in the marketplace and is keen to offer every independent sports
retailer the opportunity to stock the award-winning OPROshield mouthguard. All stockists appear in a store finder, which can
be found on the front page of the OPROshield website.
Email shieldsales@opro.com or call 01707 261261 for further information.
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Saucony VIZI-PRO
Be Safe, Be Seen, AND be Comfortable
Saucony's VIZI-PRO range of apparel for Fall 2009 is not just the only group
of fabrics and colours to be safety approved by the American National Standards
Institute, the fabrics are also as technical as you can get.
The Saucony salesteam will be demonstrating the product in January and
February 2009, with an amazing launch offer and consumer campaign.

For more info call 023 9282 3664 or click saucony.co.uk
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REUSCH 2009
GLOVE RANGE
REUSCH’S NEW 2009 GLOVE
RANGE IS SPLIT INTO THREE
VERY DIFFERENT
SEGMENTS.
The ‘Raptor’ range,
which will carry
highly visible
cosmetics and make
the range very distinctive
and easy to recognise, will
include a totally new range of
gloves carrying all the features of
the most technical and innovative
gloves in the Reusch collection.
The ‘Core’ range goes back to basics
and offers some of the most popular Reusch
gloves in a traditional style, but in a variety of
different latex options, while the ‘Carry-Over’
section will continue for a further season with some
of the more popular styles from 2008. The full range
will be available from mid-February 2009.
For further information contact Bob Fidler at
BF Sports on 0161 439 4383, email
reuschuk@btinternet.com or visit
www.reuschuk.com

FOOTBALL

D.I.C VYPER
Thanks to the new uhlsport Morphshield-Technology, the
D.I.C Vyper shinguard offers superb flexibility to adapt
perfectly to the leg and provides a very high level of
protection at the same time.
The flexible compression sock ensures perfect fit and
comfort for the wearer (supporting the muscles), while the
foam offers shock absorbtion three times better than
regular foams.
Worn by some of the world’s leading goalkeepers
and outfield players. RRP: £19.99.
For additional information contact uhlsport on
01993 851600 or email julie@uhlsportuk.com
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MITRE
Established in England in 1817, Mitre has been
around since the dawn of professional sport
and is still present whenever football, rugby,
netball or cricket is being played.
Mitre strives to be the people’s sports
brand, built on twin foundations of
heritage and technical expertise. The
company’s world-class products combine
the highest technical performance with a
sense of history to bring the Mitre brand
alive for the current generation and those
to follow.
Mitre Sports International: 0208 346 2600.
Email: enquiries@mitre.com
Web: www.mitre.com
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KICKSCHUH TORKRALLE – THE UHLSPORT
GOALKEEPERS BOOT IS BACK!
Kickschuh Torkralle
As the worlds leading goalkeeping brand uhlsport are proud to annonce the return
of its specialist goalkeeping boot.
An iconic prduct of the late 80’s and early 90’s the uhlsport goalkeeping boot
was worn by some of the leading pros around the world and since being
dropped from the range in 1994 has been a constant source of discussion on
forums and in chat rooms around the globe.
Updated for 2009 and renamed the Kickschuh Torkralle the boot is made of soft
full grain leather with a very lightweight heel support construction.
The specially developed and patented goalkeeper outsole
with additional gripping elements in the forefoot
area give grip even if the normal studs loose
grip – thus avoiding slipping when
diving for the ball.
An additional EVA
wedge in the heel
area provides a 4mm
higher stand giving the goalkeeper a
better position for jumping or diving and an initial tension
of the relevant muscles.
A must for any goalkeeper specialist the Torkralle has an
RRP of £99.99

Cerberus Bionic

D.I.C Vyper & Sockshield Shinguards
Thanks to the uhlsport Morphshield technology the
D.I.C Vyper is extremely flexible, adapts perfectly to
the leg and provides a very high protection level at
the same time. RRP £19.99
As an alternative to the DIC Vyper the Sockshield
shinguard is extremely lightweight, breathable and
comfortbale because of its new Power-Mesh-Sock.
It gurantees and high level of protection because of
its removable protection plate with 3-layer-sandwich
construction. RRP £17.99

Forever pushing the boundaries of glove technology the uhlsport BionikFrame
is the latest patented construction to provide additional finger support.
Imitating the human hand – specifically the human tendons – the support
strings allow optimum stabilisation of the fingers for better shock-distribution
and protection against frontal shocks.
The flagship BionkFrame is the Cerberus Bionik with a moulded frame and
absolutgrip for better gripping properties this is the ultimate goalkeeping glove.
RRP £99.99

If you would like to see the full range of balls, boots, shinguards,
gloves teamwear and accessories contact:
THE UHLSPORT TEAM

Uhlsport, Cypher House, Bampton Business
Centre (South), Weald, Bampton,
Oxon OX18 2AN
Tel: 01993 851600
Fax: 01993 851603
Email: julie@uhlsport-uk.co.uk
South West Mike Morgan 07973 802986 London & South East Bob Ludlam 07973 394004
Midlands & North Dan Hume 07960 013475 Scotland Eric Muir 07940 598779
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TAYLORS FOOTBALL SOUVENIRS
MORE THAN DOUBLES IN SIZE
PRODUCT CATERGORIES
BADGES ● BEARS ● BEDROOM ● BREAKFAST BOWLS/EGG CUPS
CAPTAINS ARM BANDS/SOCK TIES ● CLOCKS/WATCHES
COMPUTER PRODUCTS ● CONFEFCTIONARY ● DRINKS BOTTLES
ENGLAND RUGBY ● EXECUTIVE GIFTS ● FLAGS
FOOTBALLS ● GAMES ● GLASSWEAR
GLOVES & SHINPADS ● GOLF PRODUCTS ● HATS AND CAPS
KEY RINGS ● LUGGAGE ● MUGS ● SCARVES
SLIPPERS ● STATIONARY ● TOWELS
WELLINGTON BOOTS

Since taking the family business over in 2003 we have more than trebled the number of
products stocked, quadrupled the storage area and taken on 5 members of staff.
We are looking to carry on increasing our share in the football souvenirs market by
providing the service that the independents need and deserve. To do this we have
enabled our customers to order online from the largest selection of Football Souvenirs
available under one roof any time of the Day or Night and provide a fast and efficient
service for UK and overseas customers alike.
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Order from your trade account anytime day or night
Receive confirmation of that order
Same day despatch
24hr service UK
48hr EU
7 -10 days worldwide
Receive confirmation that your order has been despatched

We are also able to offer our trade customers a free Dropship account
once they have set up and used their trade accounts
IT’S EASY TO DO JUST GO TO OUR WEBSITE

WWW.FOOTBALLSOUVENIRS.NET
PURCHASE A TRADE ACCOUNT
OR TELEPHONE
01748 826024
Taylors Football Souvenirs Ltd, Unit 1-2 Jackson Court, Olympic Way, Richmond, North Yorkshire, DL10 4FD
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PROMOTION

MITRE’S MID SEASON ADDITIONS
TO ITS REVOLVE FOOTBALL SERIES
MITRE IS PROUD TO ANNOUNCE SOME GREAT ADDITIONS
TO ITS ALREADY SUCCESSFUL REVOLVE SERIES OF
FOOTBALL EQUIPMENT, WHICH INCLUDES
FOOTBALLS, SHINGUARDS,
GOAL KEEPING GLOVES AND
FOOTBALL BOOTS.

The Revolve football, as launched at the
start of the 2007 football season is now
being played with by all 72 clubs of the
Football League, with the Championship and
League 1 clubs currently using their own
club badged version of the ball. With a
subtle yet effective addition to this great
looking design, the use of individual balls
will be extended to League 2 for the kick off
of the 2009/2010 season.
The revolutionary ‘Revolve’ design has
also been applied to Mitre’s professional
football boot, the Revolve Pro, now available
in two brand new colour options;
Red/Silver/White and Blue/Silver/Charcoal
and on three sole units; Screw-In stud,
Speedstud Moulded Rubber and Astro Turf.
Ritchie Barker of
Rotherham

United has been wearing the boots and says
”These are such comfortable boots, they are
really lightweight but I still feel protected
and I love the new colour options” The
range has been extended to include a
Revolve JNR boot, available in the same
colours as the Revolve Pro but on three
different sole units; Screw-In stud, Moulded
Rubber and Astro Turf.
After receiving high praise during their
first season from the professionals using
them, the Revolve AFP Pro Goalkeeping
glove is being joined by the Revolve Pro JNR.
With all the technology of the Pro glove but
with 2x2 super soft Duo Grip Latex for the
younger player’s needs.
Mitre is also bringing to market the Revolve
IP Girls shinguard. Available in two vibrant
colour options; Light Blue and Pink the
lightness of this slip in shin guard offers the
female player complete freedom of
movement without any loss in levels
of protection..

For more information
email enquiries@mitre.com
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Polar Electro, the global leaders in
heart rate monitoring technology,
are delighted to unveil their most
innovative and advanced training
computer to date.
Combining the latest exercise measurement technology
with their pioneering heart rate monitoring expertise,
the elite-level RS800CX is a true all-round training
management system and the most complete package
currently available on the market.
The RS800CX has been designed
with the specific needs of runners,
cyclists and multi sports enthusiasts
in mind, ensuring that the RS800CX’s
wrist unit is both stylish and functional,
as well as lightweight and more
streamlined than any of its rivals.
Among a host of impressive performance
features, the RS800CX now includes
GPS route tracking (with the addition
of the G3 GPS sensor), multidiscipline
sensor compatibility (for running or
cycling) and expert training plans to give
the user everything they need to record
personal results and train intelligently.
Whether recording speed and distance
figures or GPS tracking information,
the data can be transferred to Polar’s
ProTrainer 5 software for analysis.
With the GPS sensor the route can
be viewed post-exercise on a map
using ProTrainer 5, via Google Earth.
The route tracking and heart rate
information can also be shared with
others in Polar’s online communities.

The RS800CX provides a wealth of
features unique to Polar and unrivalled
in the marketplace. They include:
• Polar Fitness Test™ with OwnIndex™ predicts your maximal oxygen uptake
(VO2max) based on gender, age, weight,
level of physical activity, heart rate,
and heart rate variability at rest
• Polar OwnOptimizer™ - shows the
status of your training load to help
find the perfect balance between
training and recovery
• Real Time Feedback – Average heart rate,
speed / pace average and maximum
speed and pace

Polar’s iconic RS800CX training
management system is now available
from leading sports stores from £359.50

AVAILABLE ACCESSORIES
• WearLink®+ W.I.N.D. Transmitter - Measures every beat of the
heart with one-millisecond resolution and sends the information
to the wrist unit for analysis
• s3 Stride Sensor™ W.I.N.D. - Analyses your stride length
and cadence to help improve your running technique
• G3 GPS Sensor - Measures speed and distance across a range of sports such as mountain
biking, running, rowing or any other outdoor sport
• CS Cadence Sensor™ W.I.N.D. - Measure the real time and average cadence of your entire
cycling session. The wireless cadence sensor measures your pedalling rate as revolutions
per minute so you can compare the effectiveness of your ride against previous rides
• CS Speed Sensor™ W.I.N.D. - This light, yet tough sensor measures your current,
average and maximum speeds as well as distance travelled

For more information on the RS800CX visit www.polarelectro.co.uk
Polar Electro (UK) Ltd, Polar House, Unit L, Heathcote Way, Heathcote Industrial Estate, Warwick CV34 6TE
tel 01926 310330, fax 01926 428944

The RS800CX is a multidiscipline monitor
with several package options to suit your
specific needs:
• RS800CX MULTISPORT - £464.50
(includes WearLink®+ W.I.N.D.
Transmitter, G3 GPS Sensor W.I.N.D.
& ProTrainer 5 software)
• RS800CX BIKE - £369.50 (includes
WearLink®+ W.I.N.D. Transmitter,
CS speed sensor & ProTrainer 5 software)
• RS800CX RUN £464.50 (includes
WearLink®+ W.I.N.D.
Transmitter, s3 stride
sensor & ProTrainer
5 software)
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FITNESS & HEALTH CLUBS

SPORT INDUSTRY
GROUP

www.sportindustry.biz

HEAVY GRIPS ARE LIKE HAND GRIPPERS
ON STEROIDS
These heavy-duty hand grippers are manufactured with machine knuckled aluminium handles
and huge springs that will provide a lifetime of use.
The Heavy Grips are available in six different levels of strength, from the HG100 (100lbs)
Beginner to the HG350 (350lbs) Gripper King. They are a great item for any type of fitness-related
business and are designed to either hang on store shelves or be mailed to your customers.
The wholesale pricing and customer service ensure that you have a product that yields a
fantastic net profit with a true lifetime warranty standing behind the product.
If you would like a free sample, email your details to the address below and one will be
dispatched to you asap. Dropshipping service now available.
For more information visit www.ultimategrip.co.uk, call 0151 324 1195
or email sales@ultimategrip.co.uk.

FITNESS & HEALTH CLUBS

WATTBIKE
Do you want to understand what it takes to be an
Olympic champion? Or just avoid cycling in the wind and
lashing rain?
Wattbike, in partnership with British Cycling, provides
answers for anyone who has ever wondered how good
they could, or should, be. It delivers high-quality scientific
performance data using 30 years of elite sport science
performance and measurement experience.
Parameters that have never before been measured 27 in all - can now be monitored up to 100 times per
second. All bikes are calibrated identically, so
performances can be compared accurately over time or
from bike to bike. The Wattbike features the complete
range of training options, from low-intensity spinning to
high-power sprinting, and from flat riding to hill climbs.
For more information call 0115 9455454, email
info@wattbike.com or visit www.wattbike.com
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RUNNING SECTOR

In second

place…
Footwear keeps on running up the street, but apparel
only walks off the shelf, says The NPD Group

The running market is worth £415million in
Great Britain for the year ending June
2008, according to NPD Group’s Consumer
Panel. Footwear accounted for around
three-quarters of sales (£300million), with
apparel accounting for the remainder. Is
this a normal trend among the main
sports? No - football apparel regularly
generates over 70 per cent of all football
category sales and there’s a similar pattern
with the other two largest sectors (leisure
and outdoor), both achieving 60 per cent
of their sales from apparel.
So why do running shoes account for such
a high proportion of their category sales?
Using NPD’s Consumer Panel, we can see that
running shoes are the second largest footwear
category behind leisure and carry the highest
average price per pair (£38). Running shoes are
amongst the most technical of all footwear
and the top 10 brands cover over 90 per cent
of overall sales. However, running apparel is a
noticeably more fragmented market, with the
top 10 brands making up just over 70 per cent.
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Spend big?
In contrast to footwear, running specific clothing
is the fifth largest apparel category and does not
command the high average price achieved in
footwear (£11 vs £38 for footwear). So it
appears that consumers do not feel the need to
spend big on running clothing, seeming quite
happy to run in apparel made for other sports,
or may even just use t-shirts and shorts.
NPD’s Consumer Panel can also track usage
in order to determine what activities people are
using their purchases for. Looking at running
apparel purchases, 50 per cent of consumers
use their goods specifically for running. The
second highest usage is for leisure, but is some
way back at 27 per cent, showing that
consumers mainly use running apparel for the
purpose it is made for. If you study the reasons
for purchase, ‘Fit’ is the top answer with ‘It was
cheap’ the second most popular. What is
interesting is the average price of consumers

answering ‘It was cheap’ is £10, a figure that’s
only £1 lower than the running apparel average.
Within running footwear ‘Fit’ is again the
top reason for purchasing, but ‘It was cheap’ is
also ranked high. So how does the price
compare with apparel? In footwear £23 was
considered cheap, which is a marked difference
and an indication of how much people are
prepared to pay for performance footwear.

Crossover
Running footwear differs again from apparel in
that consumers also wear their footwear for
leisure (37 per cent of running footwear
purchases are bought for leisure usage). This is a
noticeable difference to apparel where leisure
usage accounts for a much smaller percentage,
showing that running clothing doesn’t
necessarily crossover into the mainstream.
Looking at average prices again, the other two
top sports (football and outdoor) command
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apparel prices far higher than the market average,
indicating that consumers have a high regard for
performance clothing when taking part in these
activities. Running has nowhere near this type of
balance, which points to the high number of entrylevel runners who currently run in nonperformance fabrics.
This situation needs to be addressed so that
consumers see the same benefit in technical
apparel fabrics as they do in technical footwear.
Breathable fabrics are now commonplace in
gyms and for runners, but there needs to be
more education and awareness with regards to
their functionality. For now it seems the message
comes across on footwear, but not apparel. SI
The NPD Group monitors the sales of sports
footwear and sports apparel in many
countries around the world. For more
information contact The NPD Group sports
team on 01932 355580.

Sporting Categories Purchases
by Footwear & Apparel

Source: NPD GB Sports Footwear & Apparel Consumer Panel
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SPORT ONLINE

SERVICE
DELIVERY

Mat Pemble, information and communications technology manager of
the International Tennis Federation, explains how the organisation is
going from strength to strength online
The way the world consumes sports is
changing. The internet is set to become as
pervasive as radio or TV and the hunger for
online content is growing. In the UK alone
sports video accounted for 46 per cent of all
online TV consumed in 2007, with this set to
treble to a total of 1.3billion streams in 2012.
The potential for rapid growth is huge, which
is why the industry has to act now to put the
managed hosting infrastructure in
place to avoid missing out on this
opportunity or failing to meet this
new demand.
The internet offers a significant
opportunity for the International Tennis
Federation (ITF). Not only can it deliver
audiences and potential revenues that
might otherwise have been unreachable,
but it can help promote and expand the
interest in tennis. Since 2005 the ITF has
partnered with NTT Europe Online to
deliver Davis Cup over the internet with
live point-by-point scoring and statistics
at all 23 World Group ties, together with
a full news and results service.

part of the ITF’s aim of promoting tennis across
the world and is its biggest property in terms of
traffic volumes. If it is unavailable, that not only
damages that day’s visitor figures, but also the
Davis Cup brand and the ITF’s goal of delivering
tennis to more people.
Keeping the Davis Cup site available was
paramount, so we started by ensuring our
managed hosting provider ticked all the boxes

Threats, risks and data
centres
With opportunity, however, always
comes challenge and risk. The challenge
for the ITF was to equip the team with
the technical know-how to put the right
infrastructure in place. The risk was that
if it wasn’t done properly, the customer
experience would be poor, interest could
wane and potential revenues would be
lost. Consumers expect available and
responsive sites, along with seamless
access to rich media such as video and
live streaming. If the site fails to deliver
these, then tennis fans will find what
they need elsewhere in a matter of clicks. For the
Davis Cup, this might mean both other tennis
portals and also sports news sites.
When it comes to sporting events online, live
delivery events leave no room for error. As a
developing medium, the frustration of losing a
live feed due to a technical glitch could be
enough to shatter fans’ confidence in online
sports broadcasting. The Davis Cup website is
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Scalability was a key consideration when it
came to coping with potentially huge spikes in
web traffic. Technology that could respond to
the fluctuating level of demand and ensure
availability was crucial. One solution was a
content delivery network (CDN), which involves
a network of cache servers placed strategically
across the globe. If there is a surge in
demand the traffic is automatically diverted and
balanced out over the supporting
cache servers - meaning no one
server is overloaded and the
optimum performance of the site
is maintained.
This also works when there are
multiple spikes in traffic from
different locations. For instance,
when Spain faced the USA in the
semi-finals of the World Group this
year spikes were registered in two
separate continents. Having a global
server network allowed the load to
be spread across a number of
different cache servers, maintaining
availability for those fans watching in
both the US and Spain.
Using a CDN also meant that
we could use as much or as little
server capacity as needed on a payas-you-go basis. The result was the
peace of mind that comes with
knowing we had the technological
support needed without the huge
upfront expenditure.

Eliminating double faults

when it came to service level agreements. To
host the site and online activities the ITF works
with NTT Europe Online, a managed hosting
provider with a track record in delivering online
events of all sizes and is ISO27001 compliant.
This means that it has its own business continuity
plan in place; we know our data is completely
secure and it acts as added reassurance that our
service level agreements will be met.

There is no denying the potential
that the internet offers sports and
media companies and the most
successful companies are already
investing in the right infrastructure to
fully exploit this. For the ITF the opportunity is
huge, not just to promote one of the world’s
most recognisable sporting brands in the Davis
Cup, but also to push the boundaries of tennis.
Those that invest in the right technology and
infrastructure and initiate the right partner
relationships today can capitalise on the
amazing opportunities that this represents to the
sports industry tomorrow. SI

COOL
KE E P Y OUR

MAX

YOU R PERFORMA NC E.

THE ULTIMATE PERFORMANCE FABRIC™

The original moisture management fabric. COOLMAX® fabric features an advanced wicking technology that helps keep
moisture away from the body. Keeping your customers drier and cooler so they can go farther, faster.
To learn more about COOLMAX® fabric, please contact Jordi Lopez - Jordi.Lopez@advansa.com (In Europe) or
Julien Born - Julien.Born@invista.com (Outside Europe).
WWW.COOLMAXFABRIC.COM
WWW.COOLMAX-THERMOLITE.COM
© 2008 INVISTA. COOLMAX fabric is a trademark of INVISTA.
®
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E-TAILING

Friend

foe?

or

It’s imperative to make your website’s navigation
user-friendly. Dave Howell reports
Navigating the real world is something that we do
intuitively. As the online commercial web space has
developed, so have a number of conventions that now
form part of a digital language that every web user
now calls upon when they are moving around a
website. If you can understand these navigation rules,
and apply them rigorously to your online space, you
can be assured that your customers can not only use
your website with ease, they will also reward your
site’s intuitive design with loyalty and regular sales.
Learning the skills that will enable you to develop a
website that’s easy to navigate is now a commercial
imperative as the online retail space continues to dominate
consumer spending. The 2008 ‘Online High Street Usability
Report’ from user-experience consultancy Webcredible
revealed that the WH Smith website topped the study of 20
top retailer websites with a usability score of 83 per cent, a
massive rise of 33 per cent. The site moved up from 17th
place in last year’s rankings, while last year’s top site, HMV,
slipped to joint third place.
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Interface
Tim Fidgeon, head of usability at Webcredible, says: “You
really can’t be successful without a good interface, simply
because the user is staring at a screen with only the
interface to interact with. So the interface is really the
language in which the screen is talking to you. If you don’t
understand the language, then it’s not going to be a very
good conversation.”
Learning the language of navigation on the web is your
first task. Many of the navigation conventions that are used
online have their roots in the real world. We use signposts to
move around cities; navigate the contents of a book with its
index; use tabs to move to the section of a report you want
to read. All of these interface components have found their
way into the online retail space.
It is no surprise that successful online retailers use similarlooking websites that have virtually identical navigational
mechanics. The tabbed interface is a firm favourite on
websites like Amazon to move its customers to general areas
of its site. Once there, the left-hand menu navigation
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Persistent navigation
Consistency is the key to good navigation on your website.
What is often referred to as persistent navigation simply
means that the navigational components of your website are
on every web page of your site. If you use a series of dropdown menus, left navigation or a tabbed interface, all these
components appear on each page. They may change their
contents to reflect the area of the site they are on, but they
always appear. This gives your site an integrated feel that
customers appreciate. Additional navigational mechanics like
breadcrumb trails only add to the usability of your site.
The key to developing a world-beating navigation
interface is to build your site for each of your customers. It’s all
too easy to design a site that looks fantastic and is at the
cutting edge of web design, but remember your business is
not trying to win website design awards. Its primary function
is to attract paying customers. Intuitive interfaces are difficult
to define, and even harder to build. Researching your
customer base, paying close attention to how the interfaces of
leading online retailers have developed over the past few
years, helps you to understand how your site’s navigation can
be improved or completely overhauled.
“We now understand that convenience is one of the main
reasons why people shop online,” says Chris Barling, chief
executive officer and co-founder of ecommerce specialist
Actinic. “So in design terms we have to support this key driver.
It means things like fast-loading pages, clear layout,
straightforward navigation and searching and an emphasis on
providing sufficient space for full product information to
enable the decision to buy to be made and for quick and easy
checkout. These are a given for any successful store.”
This isn’t to say that your site must religiously follow the
navigation of other sites in your sector. The art of good and
commercially successful website design is to understand the
navigational components you know work, but to
incorporate these into a unique website design that reflects
your business and supports its brand. This doesn’t mean
esoteric web design, but innovation with a foundation of solid
page navigation.
It is very easy to design your website to be an identikit
version of every other ecommerce site on the internet. This is,
however, to misunderstand how website design and the
navigation component that forms its heart should be handled.
By all means use innovative design on your site, but make sure
navigation is robust - and above all intuitive. SI
paradigm is then used to enable its customers to drill down
into its catalogue to locate specific products. These site
navigation components can be easily used on your website.
Moreover, as your online customers have become more
web-savvy, they expect all retail websites to offer them an
interface they recognise and have learnt how to use. Your
business deviates from these established navigation rules at
its peril. Confuse or frustrate your visitor and you may lose
them forever. If you customers can’t instantly ‘get’ how to
navigate your website, it’s back to the drawing board.
Says Steve Krug, author of ‘Don’t Make Me Think’:
“The point is, when we’re using the web, every question
mark adds to our cognitive workload, distracting our
attention from the job at hand. The distractions may be
slight but they add up, and sometimes it doesn’t take
much to throw us. And as a rule people don’t like to
puzzle over how to do things. The fact that the people
who built the site didn’t care enough to make things
obvious, and easy, can erode our confidence in the site and
its publishers.”

LEFT: Convenience is one
of the main reasons why
people shop online
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Archery

EPOS

Archery suppliers since 1963
Bows, arrows, crossbows,
targets, accessories.
Tel:
Email:
Web:

Sportswear

Fitness

Fitness, Yoga & Pilates

Wholesaler

01296 632573
admin@petron.info
www.petron.info

The Wholesaler UK the leading online trade
directory of wholesalers and suppliers to retailers.

www.thewholesaler.co.uk

Agents Required

Cricket Sweaters

Custom-made cricket sweaters
in club colours.
Plus Bowls/Schools/Golf.

Contact: Balmoral Knitwear

Galston, Ayrshire, KA4 8HF
Tel: 01900 829 229 Fax: 01900 829 009

info@balmoralsales.co.uk
www.balmoralknitwear.co.uk

Goals

Teamwear

Table Tennis

UK Table
Tennis Ltd
The Table Tennis
Specialists
Phone: 0845 2600 780
E: sales@uktabletennis.co.uk

Fax: 0845 2600 790
W: www.uktabletennis.co.uk

Merchandising
OFFICIAL PREMIERSHIP FOOTBALL SOUVENIRS
Global Football Company offers by far the most comprehensive range of licensed football products available,
which this year includes a number of lines that are totally exclusive to us. From branded footballs &
playing accessories such as sweatbands, water bottles and captain’s armbands to fan products like
hats, scarves, flags, gloves, mugs, keyrings, badges, and executive gifts
such as leather wallets, pewter tankards, hip flasks and zippo lighters.
See the web site at www.globalfootballcompany.com
and contact us for full details: T: 0161 282 0770
F: 0161 282 0733 E: info@globalfootballcompany.com

To advertise here call 01206 505 947 or Email keith@sports-insight.co.uk
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SPORTS INSIGHT BUYERS' GUIDE 2008/9
Book Online at www.sports-insight.co.uk
Tel 01206 505947 or Email keith@sports-insight.co.uk
www.sports-insight.co.uk

Football Collectables

Are you missing out on
the latest industry news?
FOOTBALL SOUVENIRS LIMITED

Do you need to be aware of
market trends or just want
to be in the know?

DISTRIBUTORS OF OFFICIAL FOOTBALL
MERCHANDISE

If the answer is yes, then subscribe to the
FREE, Sports Insight newsletter.

Trade Accounts now available online
www.footballsouvenirs.net

Offering all the news, views, trend reports
and comments directly to your inbox, the
Sports Insight newsletter is a must for anyone
in the industry.

30 Racecourse Road, Gallowfields Trading Estate, Richmond, North Yorks DL10 4TG

Each week, the newsletter will include:
• The latest News headlines
• New Product launches
• Job Vacancies
• Exclusive Feature articles.
• Free-entry Competitions

Telephone 05600 767108 Tel/Fax 01748 826024
Equipment

FST

Subscribe to our FREE newsletter online at
Please contact keith@sports-insight.co.uk
for information on using the e-newsletter
to promote your brand

Suppliers of Tennis Equipment
and Sports Floodlighting

www.sports-insight.co.uk

Tel: 01473 744949/744830
Email: fstsales@dial.pipex.com
Website: www.fst.co.uk

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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BOOK NOW!

Athletic/School Clothing

VIGA

Athletic Clothing Co. Ltd

Tel: 01257 269611
Fax: 01257 241677
www.viga.co.uk

Teamwear

• WATERPROOF JACKETS •
• GILET TOP •
• LONG-SLEEVE TOPS •
• LEGGINGS & PANTS •
• CLUB TRACKSUITS •
• VESTS •
• SHORTS •

Wholesaler

• Huge range of Licensed Premiership Football
souvenirs available from stock.
• Best Wholesale Prices – Immediate Delivery
• Latest Products and Designs
Trade Accounts Available Now Online - www.bbsports.co.uk
To place an order or request a catalogue:
Call 01392 354790 Fax 01392 354793
Email sales@bbsports.co.uk
Warehouse: BB SPORTS DISTRIBUTORS,
29A Apple Lane, Trade City, Exeter, EX2 7HA

Visit us online at www.sports-insight.co.uk
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TAIL-ENDER

UNDER
THE
COUNTER
A sideways look at the world of
independent retailing
The problem with New Year resolutions, in
my opinion, is that most of them are not
designed for mere human beings and, even
before you’ve made them, you just know
there’s not a hope in hell of actually
keeping them. Like flossing your teeth three
times a day and separating brown paper
from cardboard for the recycling lorry.
Last year my long-serving assistant Norman
resolved, at my request, not to say: “Okeydokey boss”. I agreed not to whistle through
my teeth or rattle the spoon round my coffee
cup. But within 10 minutes we were both
suffering from such severe withdrawal
symptoms that by
lunchtime neither of
us could do any work
and the resolutions
were reluctantly
abandoned.

Celebration

means don’t be seen dead at a business
meeting in a pinstripe suit with a handkerchief
folded neatly in the breast pocket. Instead,
arrive on Rollerblades in cargo pants and a
silver bomber jacket and ask if anyone knows
where you can get a nose stud done.
Attitude is everything in the cut and thrust
of the new business age. Forget that Richard
Branson was once your hero and cultivate the
Roy Keane lookalike
you met at a seminar
who claimed he once
slept with someone
who was at school
with Agyness Deyn.
He’s even more
worth knowing
when you discover
he’s just chucked in his job with a large
corporation and is running a feng shui
consultancy from a houseboat.
Make sacrifices. The lucky gonk that has
shared so many of the good and bad times will
have to go, replaced by a Keira Knightley
mousemat. And who takes a Filofax seriously
any more? Twenty-first century go-getters can’t
do without a tortoiseshell-backed BlackBerry at least once you learn what it does and how to
switch it on. Of course, there’s no law that says
you’ve got to use it - so long as no one can
actually see you writing yourself Post-It notes
on your knee under the desk
Meanwhile, I’m putting the finishing
touches to a notice of my own that reads:
‘Things You Should Know About The Assistant
Serving You’, including the fact that he’s been
on suspended notice since 1986 and his luck
could be just about to run out. And what
chance will any conciliatory ‘Okey-dokies’ have
against the massed whistles and coffee spoons
of the finale of the ‘1812 Overture’? Not a lot,
I’d say. SI

“Attitude is everything in the cut and thrust of the new
business age. Forget that Richard Branson was once your
hero and cultivate the Roy Keane lookalike you met at a
seminar who claimed he once slept with someone who
was at school with Agyness Deyn”

Norman celebrated
by marching round the office shouting: “Okeyokey, dokey-dokey”, accompanied by two
whistled verses of the ‘Star Spangled Banner’
with cup and spoon percussion. We both felt a
lot better for it, I can tell you.
So this year we’ve got a more realistic
approach to resolutions. Norman’s include
reading less books, cutting down on exercise,
watching more ‘reality’ TV and drawing up a
list of people who were nasty to him last year
so that he can get his own back. As part of
this resolution to assert himself more in the
coming year, Norman is also putting the
finishing touches to a personal manifesto that
he seems to believe I am going to allow him to
pin on the wall above the sign my dad put
up in 1954 saying: ‘Do not ask for credit as a
refusal often ends in someone getting a
good thumping’.
Headed ‘Things You Should Know About
The Assistant Serving You’, Norman’s New
Year’s declaration includes the following:
 I am not your personal servant. If you want
me to get something off the top shelf or run
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upstairs to look for
something we probably
haven’t got, just
ask nicely.
 I don’t have
anything against you personally, but I don’t
really want to hear a long rambling story about
why you are buying some tortionally stable
hockey boots for your nephew.
 Just because you know my name from my
lapel badge, that doesn’t mean you have
established a personal relationship with me or
that we are likely to become friends.
 ‘Have a nice day’ is retail code for ‘Go away,

don’t come back for a long time and good
luck with the anti-blister running socks.’
 If I’m being nice to you it’s probably because
I’ve been told to by the boss. He thinks that
will make you buy more stuff.
 Traditionally the customer is always right,
but in my experience the customer is usually
wrong, but I’m not allowed to say so. Just
don’t push your luck.
 We will probably make fun of you after
you’ve gone.
The document is currently hidden in the
drawer where we keep the biscuits and the
South Korean shinpads, presumably to be
produced for approval when I’m in a good
mood. In the meantime, perhaps I might offer
a few reasonably painless New Year resolutions
that with a bit of luck might help us little
chaps to catch up with the high-fliers before
we reach the next millennium.

Cutting edge
Remember that appearance is vital at the
cutting edge of modern retailing. Which
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